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Alan D. Wilensky, CDIA, Prt. 

 
Executive Summary 
 
The automotive manufacturing sector is a broad market served by numerous vertical specialties. The preliminary 
directive for the present project was to, ‘divine the opportunity for the potential growth of XML specific, non-
agnostic1 carrier services for the automotive vertical’; therefore, in order to narrow the delivery scope of this charge, 
the report has been scaled to encompass an industry survey of influences, technology related to the EDI to XML 
exodus, standards, competition, and industry attitudes as revealed in a series of interviews. 
 
There has been no shortage of criticism for the US Automotive industry’s business and product philosophy, as well 
as a surfeit of distaste for the manner in which the Industry has handled data exchange standards and 
interoperability issues. The automotive value chain has been marred by incompatibilities, ineffective industry 
relations, and poor integration with global markets. In addition to the industry’s rash of cutbacks and layoffs, we are 
witnessing a regional rollback of IT services expenditures across all sectors approaching 60%, including automotive 
OEM, state government, and the extended supply chain2 . None of the key actors can escape blame for lagging in 
the adoption of best practices, yet seeds of change have been planted by the trade organizations. Credit must be 
given to these forward thinkers: AIAG3, Odette4, and their agencies5 are doing all they can to foster XML standards. 
While the industry is presently in the stranglehold of a small number of Value Added Networks, the XML standards 
that promise to economize and democratize data carriage are missing one key ingredient - partners with sufficient 
economic power and global reach to ‘close the implementation gap’. Only two such entities wield such influence: 
governments and telecom carriers. 
 
The manifest challenge to overcome is the wholesale domination of EDI VANs over every corner of the supply 
chain, OEM to dealer, regional service, and warranty trade. These well established networks, as explained in the 
present monograph, grew from the loins of the OEMs, only to be reconsolidated by some of the largest data 
processing conglomerates6. VANs are the main competitive roadblock to XML standards acceptance, as they offer 
end-to-end solutions, and in many cases, cater to constituencies that will not tolerate disruption to business 
continuity. 
 
Telecom carriers seeking to establish XML as an alternative to VANS may be the final force cementing the trade 
industry standards. VAN traffic is increasing substantially, albeit while kilo character rates predictably decline. Other 
influential carriers are piqued, as the recent AT&T acquisition of Sterling Commerce and Comergent, and IBM’s 
capture of Viacore demonstrates, there is unexpected dynamism to be found even in the most settled corners of 
B2B trade. Standards, despite best intentions, sometimes fail to take root, and it is important to point out that every 
industry needs its champions.  In the automotive industry, where several OEM partnerships have failed to bring the 
promised added value or economies of scale, it may take the influence of a global telecommunications carrier to 
confer a blessing upon such a far reaching vision as the EDI to XML exodus. 
 
With the benefit of hindsight, we draw a line through 30 years of EDI’s growth, and the ascendancy of VANs, to 
today’s strident call for XML adoption. It is the author’s cautious judgment that XML standards, products, and 
services, may potentially be on the edge of increased uptake after a laborious gestation period. It remains to be 
seen if the idealism that is being preached continues to sustain the industry’s soul. 

                                                        
1 Non-Agnostic, as opposed to network services that pass data payload without inspection and modification 
2American Manufacturing Digest, 2005 Q2&4 on Michigan, across all industries, consumption of outsourced IT services 
3 Automotive Industry Action Group 
4 AIAG EU counterpart 
5 OAG, the prime mover of the automotive industry’s XML standards 
6 ADP, Reynolds, Sterling AT&T 
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Objective of the Report: 
 
This monograph examines the Automotive Industry’s current practices in regards to the transmission of B2B data 
between important supply chain constituencies. Commerce enabling platforms and standards are covered for the 
OEMs, Suppliers, Retailers, and Aftermarket sectors. The industry’s current state of dynamic upheaval is examined 
in regards to the trade sponsored agenda to replace EDI and value added networks with canonical XML business 
documents as the preeminent method of data exchange. This report also examines industry trends, as they apply 
to the emerging opportunities for France Telecom, and also endeavors to track the means of serving these 
extended commerce constituencies through hosted applications and the rapidly growing EDI over Internet 
revolution. Product development modalities are offered for consideration, as are methods of evangelizing the 
market. 
 
Scope of the Report: 
 
This monograph covers the automotive sector, trading communities, and the tools and technology that are currently 
in flux. The automotive industry is exceedingly broad, and the author has elected to concentrate on commerce 
enablement issues for the supply, retail, and aftermarket sectors. Further study on logistics, factory floor, and 
engineering data exchange may be warranted as subjects of future study. Trade standards bodies with important 
industry agendas are covered in detail. 
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I. Overview of Strategic Issues and Analyst’s Adjudication 
 
This section summarizes the author’s adjudication of the industry issues. Please see the narrative sections for 
amplification.  

 A. Automotive Trade Organizations are working furiously to replace EDI with broad XML Standards 
 
The leading domestic trade organization, AIAG (Automotive Industry Action Group), has spearheaded cross-
industry, inter-trade body initiatives to address the IT spending losses on data translation between trading partners. 
While EDI has a high adoption rate among tier one suppliers, the total trading matrix has increasingly migrated to 
small and medium sized businesses. These ever more important players of the supply chains have been left out of 
the EDI party due to IT implementation expense, despite efforts at ‘democratizing’ EDI through gateways and Value 
Added Networks (VANS)7. 
 
The current war cry of the OEM trade bodies is, ‘data without boundaries’. What boundaries are they referring to? 
Generally speaking, the boundaries are:  

 1. Mandate: Eliminate Privatized Point-to-Point Architecture of EDI  
 
EDI requires explicit 
routes. The costs to 
the OEMs grow as the 
supplier chains 
become increasingly 
diverse. This n (n-1) 
chart of crisscrossing 
lines has become a 
famous joke in many 
XML industry power 
point slides (due to its 
ubiquity), but the 
message is very 
serious. When a 
limited number of 
OEMs and suppliers 
dominated the 
industry, EDI’s bi-
directional message 
peering worked quite 
well. The machinery of 
old ran so smoothly 
throughout the 60’s 
and 70’s, that many EDI networks8 were sold off as cash cows.  
 
As the supply chain became more diverse, the number of peer connections expanded to an 
unmanageable hydra of nightmarish proportions. The PC era dawned with sophisticated ERP and factory 
floor replenishment systems that required ‘multi-peering’ to complete one ‘advisory of order’, for 
example9. If this was a connectivity nightmare for cash heavy OEM’s, there was no hope for suppliers and 
retailers downstream.  
 
Specialized solutions independently evolved and returned to haunt the OEM’s doorstep; The EDI 
networks they sold off were acquired by large IT services companies, and were joined to vertical software 
solutions, adding value. These titans, well established in retail, HR, and the warranty sector, now had the 
OEM’s at knife point, as they do today, especially in the retail channel. The ransom is paid in expensive 

                                                        
7 EDIINT, EDI over internet, is becoming a viable reality, while VAN’s have been courting SME via turnkey packages, profiting richly on the per 
message costs – a concept antithetical to current flat rate IP networks that permeate our homes and businesses.  
8 Creatures formed of leased, private, and non-common carrier services. They were a unique construct in early private data networking. 
9 EDI was originally peered between giants allied with IBM and EDS, changes to sequences, schemas, etc. were trivial. The networks grew to 
encompass smaller (<500M) partners, and the number of interfaces and sequence steps increased exponentially.  Multi-peering refers to an 
OEM query for one order dependent on a composite of suppliers and subcontractors to deliver an EDI response encapsulated as one 
document. 

Prepared by <R. Schuldt> 
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partnership licenses and kilo character fees collected on both the OEM and downstream subscribers. 
The results are captive relationships prototypical of the retail auto dealer’s subordination to ADP (a 
preeminent VAN). The dominance of this vast retail applications network confers a power that is 
translatable to both cash and industry influence - when one network owns the channel to thousands of 
dealers and warranty service programs, they are listened to; standards can be stopped or brought to a 
crawl and the business practices of others can be influenced to suit one’s agenda. 
 
The private data exchanges (ANX10, ENX, VANs such as ADP) were, and are still, bleeding the trade 
through kilo character fee assessments - add to this data interdependencies (EDI messages proliferating 
in format as suppliers and applications become more numerous), and we have yet another modern 
initiative of data reformation through standards. Note here: the VANS were the first to address data 
interchange problems in the retail and after-market trade by offering end-to-end (E2E) solutions that 
included communications, applications, and management systems.  
 
Adjudication: As noted in the enclosed narratives, the advent of EDIINT (EDI over Internet), Commerce 
Hubs, and ventures such as Covisint, belie a fully matured trend in the industry. The pain has become 
intolerable to the point where major OEM’s, such as GM, are delivering seven-figure executives to staff 
the AIAG board chair and working technical committee positions for over three years running. The goal: 
get to open XML document standards that will not only be routable, but interchangeable at the ERP and 
CLOB (Capital Line of Business)11 level. The presence of SAP and Oracle permeates every trade 
organization engaged in XML data interchange standards. This important industry trend (of mega-vendor 
influence) will become a center of gravity and a strategic driver for carriers entering the fray. 

 2. Mandate: Replace Proliferation of EDI Message Formats with XML Canonical Formats 
 
EDI is not a bad architecture for closely cooperating peers of similar (large) size. For the smaller entities, 
subtle transpositions and field incompatibilities create hard to wrangle data that becomes, essentially, 
sequestered. EDI’s heyday 
during the mainframe era 
was a golden age, when a 
handful of CIO’s12 oversaw the 
complete life cycle of single 
vendor solutions processing 
a small number of 
messaging formats. The UN 
EDIFACT standard helped 
align the mid-tier data during 
the Client Server 
renaissance. However, since 
EDI does not embed Meta 
Data, and does not make 
use of standardized data 
dictionaries (predating XML 
by decades), many 
customized versions of 
(supposedly standard) EDI 
documents proliferated as 
suppliers, and the very 
technology of automobiles, became more diverse13. 
 
Adjudication: Future XML networks have an opportunity to provide secure access to cross industry BOD 
(XML Business Object Document) repositories, runtime transformation for specialized instances of BODs, 
and secure gateway services. Although the ‘canon’ of XML standards is designed to save trading partners 
from transformation, design-time field mapping will be hard to entirely eliminate (the golden standard will 

                                                        
10 ANX, ENX – The packet exchanges of record for the American and European Auto trade – remnants of the original EDI gateways, where as 
VANs provide end applications for dealers and warranty services, often called E2E (end to end) providers. 
11 CLOB systems are considered core data infrastructure that enables a business to operate, i.e., a bank’s transaction systems, automotive 
CAM system and factory supply and replenishment systems – 100’s of millions or sometimes billions in amortized costs are sunk in these 
systems, far more than ERP, which is increasingly taking on the role of CLOB. 
12 Ross Perot was an IBM technical sales analyst that built the multibillion dollar EDS empire, serving the automotive EDI fiefdom.  
13 The marriage of electronics and advanced materials to automobile manufacturing in the 1970’s increased the complexity of the supplier data 
communications; it was also responsible for a manifold increase in the number of small and mid-sized businesses feeding the supply chain. 

Figure 2 
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be to transform once, alert, and remap). Acknowledging this, we must concede that tools and 
professional services will make up part, perhaps a significant portion, of services revenue. 
 

 3. Prediction: Network State Maintaining Services 
 
State is the synchronization of commands and modifiers during a coordinated B2B exchange between 
trading partners. State is the one special ingredient not contained in EDI systems. Although there are EDI 
message sequences, these are conventions, not standardized core component models. Conventions are 
based on procedural code crystallized as stored procedures or application level calls, in any case, 
designed as ad hoc constructs. The OAG CCM14 is ‘baked in’ to CLOBs and ERP systems, and creates 
nonnegotiable event models.  
 
The industry’s intent on normalizing state is demonstrably sincere, as AIAG has outsourced the BOD and 
State Mechanics architecture to OAG, and by definition, UN/CEFACT, to reconcile cross industry 
standards.15 BODs comprise not only WS-Schema16 as the definition language, but the event model as 
well, implemented as Core Component Event Models; OAG’s transition from 8.0 to 9.0 will square the 
UN/CEFACT worldwide standard for event handling with the OAGis CCM library. This is why application 
platform vendors like Oracle and SAP are ‘baking in’ OAG. The question remains if there is a place for 
network services to carry some part of these state services, adding persistence, reliability, and audit-
ability to the mix. 
 
Adjudication: Future XML networks have an opportunity to provide secure access to cross industry BOD 
repositories, schemas, and services to maintain the state of applications across cooperating enterprises. 
This ‘registry of services’ shall be formed with an SOA-Fabrique, i.e. a Swiss Army Knife of ala carte 
services17, or a hosted ESB hub, where agents or Service Data Objects18, are invoked to deliver 
‘isosynchronous’ services. This architecture provides a CCM and message safe commerce channel.  
These componentized services are internally composed of WS-BPEL (Business Process Execution 
Language) comprising the classic composite application subunits that SOA proponents are so enamored of. The 
advantages conferred will be that cooperating applications can do what they do best, i.e., service internal 
requests, store and manage data. These OAG aware applications of the future will migrate B2B state 
handling to the network, 
where cooperative processes 
will be preserved as ‘telecom 
safe’. State will be the killer 
application of XML value 
VANS. 

 B. Consolidation of the Industry 
 
AT&T’s purchase of Sterling 
Commerce signals a watershed 
industry trend of telecom carriers 
entering the B2B services delivery 
business. Interviews gathered for 
this report suggest that prominent 
carriers are ‘window shopping’ for 
B2B software vendors, EDI hosting 
companies, and Value Added 
Networks.  
 
Carriers have endured a long cycle of deregulation and consolidation. These highly scrutinized entities were 
relegated to providing transmission facilities during the boom-time of the internet juggernaut – a windfall that 
was supposed to be their birthright. Instead, the internet hosting, access, and ASP business was snatched by 
innovative upstarts. The revolution snowballed on as e-commerce operators built an industry right under the 

                                                        
14 Core Component Model – a software definition of process integral to an application’s handling of state and data un-marshalling. 
15 CEFACT i.e., United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business, (UN/CEFACT) – one standard to rule them all. 
16 The XML Schema language defines the structure of XML documents that actually carry the data payload 
17 Groups of WSDL (Web Services Description Language) entries that refer in turn to SOAP remote procedure calls 
18 EBS’s (enterprise service bus), and SDO (service data objects) are agent software running on a remote machine that aggregates more 
functions, and moves certain functions into the carriers hub. 
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carrier’s noses. Now, telecommunications carriers have had a few good years to repurchase their way back 
into the industry via acquisition strategies.  
 
The carrier’s inherent advantage has always been network transmission infrastructure; a specialized plant that 
is expensive to evolve and maintain for maximum flexibility. The global telecoms have seen tariff margins 
erode precipitously, yet there has been increased demand for circuit capacity. In order to capitalize on the 
precious transmission plant, carriers are now considering several strategies to add value: 

 1. Delivery of Applications 
 
The AT&T purchase of Sterling foreshadows an industry trend of carriers on a buying spree; it is also 
known that Seeburger and Verizon are in negotiations.19 Consolidation is in the air. There are qualitative 
and quantitative distinctions between the two deals: 

 i. AT&T-Sterling. Sterling’s comprehensive solutions cover a wide range of industries and horizontal markets. 
Prior to the AT&T acquisition, Sterling had its tentacles sunk deep into retail, consumer packaged goods, 
manufacturing, financial services, health care, and telecommunications. AT&T Sterling’s purchase of Redwood 
City’s Comergent removes any doubt whatever that the trend discussed above is fully formed. This three-way 
union of carrier, VAN, and Commerce Management Application suite should be closely scrutinized by those 
planning future moves in the sector. The triumvirate of AT&T-Sterling-Comergent is a template for the future of 
telecommunications within the B2B sector, and a new, heretofore unseen, three-headed beast.  
 
ii. Carriers and Hubs. Seeburger provides a more limited reach into the industry. As a commerce enabling 
platform for supply chain to OEM, it is a best of breed application, but does not have the horizontal market 
reach and fully realized end-market deliverable as the AT&T venture. However, Seeburger in partnership with a 
global carrier would create the basis for a substantial opportunity. The Seeburger platform has unlimited 
possibilities as a hosted service for small and medium businesses - those left out of the game due to the 
expense of owning and managing such a robust set of capabilities. Furthermore, growing with Seeburger 
means growing with SAP, and there are numerous indications that SAP is aiming mid-market. The alchemical 
combination of a global carrier, a commerce hub vendor, and agile interfaces to a SAP going SME is almost 
too much to contemplate. 
 
Seeburger has a dual claim to fame - they are the foremost gateway solution for attaching to CLOB and ERP 
systems, and are the preferred means of connecting SAP to anything, as far down the chain down as one lowly 
Web Browser.  
 
Secondly, Seeburger’s advanced architecture encompasses the WS Services stack, including BPEL, making it 
almost equivalent to an ESB SuperPlatform, with additional service layers tailored to supply chain commerce. 
Please refer to the author’s discussion on OAGis CCM state being maintained in the carrier’s network as a 
service. Seeburger provides this capability and more. 
 
Combining the advanced technology of a Seeburger with the global reach and financial resources of a 
worldwide carrier may not have the sheer muscle of the AT&T Sterling Comergent behemoth, but it represents 
a focused start and justifiable product philosophy. 
 
 2. Fundamental Services 

 
A long history of agnostic data carriage will not be displaced overnight by XML aware network fabrics. 
There are a small number of carriers piloting XML accelerator hardware, but these trials are relegated to 
internal systems, gateways for mobile commerce, and bandwidth throttling (Source: Vordel).  
 
The issues relating to XML accelerator hardware are, for the present, a red herring, one to be resolved as 
the industry matures20, and better left for consideration by network engineers and domain experts. Until 
XML adoption patterns within the automotive B2B sector are disentangled, all of the XML hardware in the 
universe will do FT no good if: 1) the vendor landscape endures a mean shakeup, 2) delivery 
architectures at the datacenter or collocation cage favor other means (ESB on Super Platforms), or, 3) if 
the current crop of highly questionable and insubstantial vendors are unable to deliver to a global entity, 
such as France Telecom.  

                                                        
1919Seeburger, although in negotiations with Verizon, has stated its interest in opening discussions with FT. 
20 Most XML accelerator vendors are non-public entities, with the entire sector estimated a mere <300M. 
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The most advanced network services vendor, a purveyor of the broadest data conversion and 
fundamental services for supplier enablement, is Compuware Covisint. As discussed in the following 
narratives, Covisint is the most innovative layered services carrier, yet currently generates only 200M in 
profits annually in concert with Compuware’s other divisions. This in contravention to the overall EDI 
services cohort, whose revenues are measured in billions; the conclusion to be brought forward, 
regardless of pronouncements by Gartner, Aberdeen, Forrester, IDC, et al, is that advanced XML 
services in any quantity, over any wire, using any communications methodology (Web Services, ebXML), 
is a tiny, tiny business, at present. 
 
As Covisint was a recent acquisition of software and services vendor Compuware, and not a global 
telecom, one must wonder what could have been, or what could be, if a Covisint was partnered with or 
purchased by such a world carrier. As it stands today, the purveyors of the most advanced technology 
are garnering the least revenue, while those utilizing more traditional means (standard networks, hosted 
applications, EDI) are the billion dollar titans21.  

 
Adjudication: Industry consolidation cannot be discounted as a major dynamic driving the adoption of enhanced 
carrier services. Whether these services are delivered as network delivered applications (AT&T Sterling), as 
commerce hubs hosted by carriers (Verizon, {FT?}, Seeburger), or as fundamental services for enabling XML data 
interchange (SOA Fabrique), the balance will always tip in favor of solutions offering the best interoperability with 

the least disruption to 
current line processes22. 
One interesting dynamic 
may be that the choice 
is not wholly exclusive; 
carriers specializing in 
fundamental XML 
networking may court 
those providing hosted 
applications, especially 
as Web Services are 
evolved to provide 
coordination of state 
between applications.  
 
The concept of an ‘XML 
Carrier’s Carrier’, is a 
new service construct 
not being actively 
discussed in the 
industry’s collective 
consciousness.  

II. Industry: XML Hardware 

 A. State of the Industry 
 
The XML hardware industry is currently unsettled. The carrier requirements for a settled device architecture 
for revenue networks is only relaxed as a requirement when the device is a) interchangeable, b) a 
multivendor commodity, or c) is part of capital deployments of advanced services (DWDM, or other cable / 
telecom single vendor risk deployment undertaken for competitive advantage). 
 
None of these attributes currently apply to any XML equipment vendor - even those recently acquired by 
IBM and Intel. In these cases of consolidation, the larger company sought domain expertise, rather than 
hard assets. Case in point, analyst opinion on IBM / DataPower and Intel / Sarvega. XML Device 

                                                        
21 Earnings per employee are sharply higher in VAN EDI, whereas EPE seems negative in small XML services for infrastructure 
22 ADP’s dominance of the retail dealer space was a hard won fight, using sophisticated technology. Although Silicon Valley views even the 
latest mainframes as outmoded, ADP operates an impressive global infrastructure. ADP’s chief competitor, Reynolds, was virtually forced to 
merge with a Software and Services entity, much as Covisint Compuware. 
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architecture is an optional, not required, component of network topology and device provisioning. 
Industry opinion is currently split as to the long-term outlook for XML devices, and whether this family 
should be considered a transient performance facilitator, or a semi permanent trend in services partitioning. 
 
At the time of their acquisitions, both Sarvega and DataPower were competing in a field that looked 
substantially different than even today. The competitive landscape and rationale has changed, and further 
consolidation is surely in the offing. The IBM DataPower merger occurred when DataPower was on last 
legs after an extensive and exhausting design cycle followed by modest deliveries. The decision to bind the 
DataPower hardware to Websphere was a bold stroke to remove some of the principal road blocks to 
acceptance of XML hardware - edge integration with Capital Line-of-Business systems. The irony is that 
IBM admits that Websphere runs perfectly well on enterprise class hardware without ‘augmentation’. The 
analyst community knew this months ago. DataPower was acquired for its dozen or so XML transform and 
security experts. A comparison of thumbnail valuations provides an enlightening backdrop to our survey: 
 
1. Google YouTube = 1.65 billion 
2. IBM DataPower 100 million or 6%  
3. Conservative Valuation of Software ESB and SuperPlatform companies, the average of IONA, Cape , 
OpenLink = ~350 million +/- 20% 
 
Although the above compares consumer and edge properties, the calculus to monetize an acquisition 
remains the same. The 100 million IBM spent on DataPower is trivial compared to the NRE invested In 
Websphere. Data Power’s 2-5 year design cycle cannot be repeated in an industry that ill tolerates six 
month cycles - they will be forced to relocate services to enterprise server architectures or collapse the 
ASIC design cycle, drastically. 
 
Such a reduction in cycle times would make sense in Digital Signal Processing, where functions are well 
defined, and are designed to be delivered as stable, discrete, runtime components (six months is a long 
time in DSP firmware). However, even six months down from two years, in the world of XML handling, is a 
design eternity, as the corpus of the industry moves towards general purpose CPU architectures. 
 
The Intel’s Sarvega acquisition also took the OEM off the market for the purpose of acquiring domain 
expertise. Intel, however, has no compelling reason to bind this newly purchased XML processing to an 
enterprise platform; rather, Intel’s strategy may be to move generalized functions to the CPU level, similar 
to math and SIMD multimedia functions. Intel’s track record, in this regard, is stellar - they have on several 
occasions moved dedicated, hardware accelerated functions to the CPU level of micro code, firmware (in 
an appliance strategy), and OS and software supported programming extensions (API Support) for the 
developer community. 
 
Our industry is comprised of many small companies that told stories, ran fast, and sold cheap. The 
quintessential mega acquisition has not yet occurred in the XML hardware field, and it seems that the value 
pyramid may have become inverted. 
 
While risk-based consumer properties sell for billions, bright computer scientists (Kutznetsov) lead their 
field in understanding an arcane optimization (XML) that is becoming wholly optional. Insignificant 
deployment case-studies are the norm, while competitors quietly OEM their XML expertise to network 
equipment vendors, and yet others move their product architecture to general purpose ‘NIX based 
hardware. This is the current ground truth and state of an unsettled industry. 
 
State of the Industry Summary 
 
Carriers have every reason and incentive to provision XML services which support focused industry 
commerce functions, security, management, etc. For the carrier to place its trust in these insubstantial 
entities, however, and to acquiesce to an artificial division of processing functions, is unthinkable. The 
industry’s needs should be solely defined by study of the trade organizations agenda for XML data 
exchange, and value added services should be provisioned accordingly. Regardless of the physical 
manifestation of hardware, servers as SuperPlatforms or ESB, there is no preferred solution, but all must 
be configured centrally, serve a purpose that mirrors a value-subset of the predominant VANS, and be 
available at carrier grade levels of service. 
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 B. XML Equipment Rationale 
 
This section concentrates on cleavage issues pertaining to XML coprocessor hardware vendors and their 
nemesis, the SOA software industry. In the above, “State of the Industry”, section, the author examined 
issues such as consolidation, viability, and sustainability for the vendor cohort. 
 
The XML hardware vendor’s pitch is: “this class of equipment improves performance, simplifies services 
customization, and streamlines system integration.” Nothing could be more prosaic. XML hardware vendors 
have reduced an expansive palette of software and/or systems services to a set of boxes, or more 
charitably, configuration services, that are limited in scope in order to gain optimal execution on particular 
hardware. The quantifiable benefits of XML coprocessors will only be proven in the crucible of application 
scale stress testing. Concomitantly, design and deployment issues are equally as vexing, and there has 
not been adequate in-the-field study of the XML coprocessor system design life cycle in a carrier-sized 
deployment. What case studies we have collected are of limited size deployments that could have been 
integrated by any number of alternative integration disciplines. 
 
The industry sector for XML devices will look substantially different one year from now, and recent 
consolidations within the sector have called the market value of these companies into serious doubt. With 
the foregoing in mind, the author divides the XML coprocessor sector into two contesting legions: a) custom 
ASIC hardware tightly bound to the enterprise backbone, and b) generalized hardware, using optimized 
connectors to wire the XML specialty services to a wide range of CLOBS and SOA’s. 
 
A tightly bound connection to the enterprise backbone, such as DataPower/Websphere, improves time to 
deployment by reducing design footprint options. However, the wider integration world banking on ESB and 
SuperPlatform services views this close design/runtime binding as more limiting than software-based 
alternatives. Even mighty IBM cannot eliminate integration issues by carrying DataPower within its design 
time environment (Rational). An important point: Websphere is sold without DataPower equipment all the 
time, and this ‘XML Device’ philosophy contravenes IBM’s trend of offering increasingly open systems 
whose processing power can be incrementally scaled. 
 
The author sees a slow, nigh imperceptible uptake of various XML coprocessing devices at the enterprise 
level, and a nearly invisible carrier presence. The act of partitioning security, identity, and data 
transformation services within XML coprocessor hardware is as design-time dependent and trouble prone 
as any server-based SOA - this is why wholesale adoption of XML hardware is lagging the industry. (Also 
note that fractional market valuations for these companies). 
 
The industry trend has, and always will, favor general purpose server hardware that steadily increases in 
performance while decreasing in cost per CPU cycle. This is ultimately borne out by XML device 
manufacturers who are leaving the ASIC world behind for ‘NIX based boxes running optimized third party 
connectorware for partitioning services out of the CLOB or SOA. 
 
Furthermore, since these boxes are locked-down for security, options that might abound in a general SOA 
deployment are not as available in a box configuration. This has slowed the adoption of XML coprocessor 
hardware. We are not seeing an enthusiastic romp to the XML box. And, there have been conspicuous 
failures (AON, Everest). 
 
The author’s opinion in sum is that we have seen XML hardware enter the market merely as a means of 
dividing up and managing application complexity. The sector will decay as the market solidifies, and the 
performance issues become harder to justify as general purpose SOA on servers match or beat the box. 
The XML coprocessor is a temporary red herring addressing performance issues from the early days of 
SOA - single core CPU’s of the pre-blade, 4 socket server system board era.  
 
Telecommunications companies can create sorely needed stability in this turbulent XML services market, 
by decoupling brand from essential XML network services and interoperability issues. The source of grave 
doubt within the XML services industry and its vertical applications lies not within the technology per se, 
nor with the push to standards, but with the somewhat insubstantial nature of the vendor corps. 
 
The XML services industry can be transformed by world-class carriers provisioning managed services that 
work without regard to box, logo, or specific equipment. Whether these services are provided by 
appliances, SuperPlatforms, or collocated ESB boxes, the unbranding of XML enhanced services marks the 
beginning of an era for the Automotive Industry to capitalize on its infatuation with XML standards. 
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III. Survey of Automotive Industry 
 
The automotive industry is vast; a study conducted with the directive to, ‘survey the B2B issues in the 

automotive 
industry’, would 
require a specialist 
army of one 
hundred analysts 
one year to 
complete. Such 
derivative data 
research products 
are published 
annually by 
established 
industrial reporting 
firms. When the 
author 
commenced the 
current study with 
an eye to the 
evolution of the 

technology of data interchange within the automotive industry, this narrowed the field 
of inquiry considerably. 

 
There are a number of trade associations, standards bodies, and key technology vendors leading the 
automotive sector through a watershed period of ‘thought retooling’ - the conversion of point-to-point EDI to 
Multipoint capable, canonical (standardized at all levels), XML business documents routed for carriage over the 
public internet23. The automotive industry has deep historical ties to a number of data exchange quasi-
standards (EDI, EDIFACT, X12). These legacy era file formats grew in lock-step with the earliest EDI 
exchanges. What we now call Value Added Networks (VANS) are the result of these exchanges after many 
rounds of consolidation, carrying not only commerce data, but also by provisioning vertical industry 
applications. This is an ironic state of affairs, as it was the US domestic automotive industry that birthed, 
owned, operated, and sold off the early ancestors of what was to become today’s VANS, i.e., ADP, Reynolds, 
Sterling, ANX. 
 
Over a thirty year span, these value added services have been consolidated and combined by some of the 
largest software and networking conglomerates in the world. Giants like ADP, a colossus in the HR and Payroll 
services industry, proceeded to acquire and combine several small EDI networks serving each OEM-to-Dealer 
channel. Eventually, not only ADP, but other players (including Reynolds and Reynolds), started an aggressive 
acquisition cycle. Acquisition, conversion, and consolidation were repeated multiple times by these data 
processing behemoths. Solutions developers specializing in industry targeted end applications were soon 
added to the portfolio, and this pattern was replicated in every sector, i.e., logistics, supply chain, F&I, service, 
warranty, factory floor automation, etc.  
 
Key to the market is the all important retail (OEM to dealership, Service and Warranty) and after-market sectors 
(Parts, accessories, financial) serving a growing number of small and medium regional businesses, comprise 
65% of all automotive data services revenue. Of that slice 85% is owned by two companies: ADP and Reynolds 
and Reynolds, a.k.a. ReyRey. 
 
Any service offered to the automotive verticals must take into account these horribly entrenched VANS, as they 
have been delivering complete, end-to-end solutions for over 20 years. Standards and enhanced XML 
networks alone will have virtually no effect on end user constituencies averse to the slightest disruption. The 
only strategy worthy of consideration is the deliberate acculturation of industry momentum created by the 
standards bodies and trade associations for the adoption of open data exchange standards based on 
canonical XML business object documents and their related core component event handling models. 
 

                                                        
23 And therefore transitioning from perKC to flat rate interconnects – saving the industry an incalculable sum 
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 A. Broad Scope of Automotive Data Exchange Sector Economics 
 
AIAG Defines the broad challenge: 

 1. Deloitte: > 1.5% of Automotive Industry Revenue disbursed to IT 

 2. NIST Survey: Domestic industrial sector spending: 25 Billion on inefficient data interchange and EDI 
conversion; Automotive Sector conversion and waste on inefficient transmission methods estimated at 5-
9 Billion  

 3. Gartner: 30-40% Auto OEM retail and after market sector (65% of total market for data services) 
wasted on translation, integration, and other IT waste not directly related to productivity and performance 

 B. Important Trade Organizations Fostering XML Cross Industry Standards 
 
Like the EU, the domestic trade has a lead organization, AIAG. AIAG has an expansive membership and many 
active technical committees staffed by the OEMs, Suppliers, IT industry, and associate allied members. The 
following is a short list: 

 1. AIAG (USA OEM) – dwarfs Odette in terms of broad based membership and information sharing with 
commercial entities. 

 2. ODETTE Europe (AIAG’s Counterpart) Far ahead of USA OEMs in terms of actual deployments of XML 
BODs in use. Odette has a much smaller member cohort. Odette tends to keep commercial interests (IT 
vendors and service providers) at arm’s length. 

 3. JAMA - JAPIA Japan OEM’s and extended supply chains. Lip Service given to XML standards, Japan 
domestic never became as hooked to EDI, rather depended on direct legacy systems, then crept up on 
EDI. With an increased Japanese manufacturing base in USA, EDI B2B hubs really came into vogue in 

the last 5 years24. 

 4. STAR & 
NADA - Retail OEM 
Dealer Finance – 

NADA is the retail 
trade organization, 

a lobbyist. STAR is a 
tiny XML standards 

body that wields an 
amazingly large amount of 
influence for its size. This 
came about due its early 
adoption of the OAG BOD 
architectures, and facility 
in working with ISV’s. 

 5. AAIA - After 
Market - parts, third party 
warranty, services. AAIA is 
a very agile organization 

whose membership has everything to gain by getting to standards rapidly. Unlike OEM’s, the aftermarket 
is not as mired in legacy and captive dealer relationships, unions, and labor concerns. This comprises an 
excellent industry focus study of ‘how things work’, in relation to XML adoption, and the author intends to 
track this sector. 
 

 C. Important cross industry initiatives:  

 1. AMDX - Cross value chain Horizontal XML initiative of OAG, AIAG, ODETTE, JAMA 
 
This as yet unreleased standard is a collection of BODs that address the broad manufacturing chain 
spanning materials procurement to factory finance, invoicing, forecasting, and design (CAD/CAM). 

                                                        
24 The Japanese manufacturing renaissance in the USA developed a fresh supply chain composed of medium and smaller suppliers, typically 
non-union business, and therefore built their supply systems from a blank page. 
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2. JADM - Joint automotive Data Model XML standards 
 
This is the ambitious retail standards side of the business that is destined to bump heads with the 
entrenched VANS 
 

 3. TRANxml - logistics interoperability via OAG BODs. Not reported in this study, but references have 
been filed. 

 4. CIDX - Chemical Industry XML initiative is important due to regulation 

 5. ACORD - is not cross industry, but is used as a golden example due to its success in the Insurance 
Industry 
 
 

 D. Serving OEMs and Partners  
 
Going head to head with VANs means replacing the service functions flowing to the channels and user 
constituencies: 

 1.  Verticals, Suppliers, OEM, Extended Service Networks 
 
Entrenched ‘gears of the automotive industry’ have existing solutions. As XML standards grind 
interminably on, now may be a good time to decide which vertical to compete in. Although the retail 
sector (Dealer, Service & Warranty) seems to be saturated, new providers can team up with the solutions 
providers in order to offer replacements for ADP dealer services. If the process of transition is executed 
with minimal pain, and delivered at a lower cost25 - there may be incentive to leave established VANS. Do 
not let the utopian song of standards fool you into thinking that vast numbers of VAN enabled OEM to 
dealer relationships are going to migrate en masse to an XML network, if doing so entails disruption.  

 2. Global Markets and Organizations 
 
A mixed bag, with the EU as a great example: 

 i. Odette, the EU counterpart of the AIAG, assembles standards faster, but does not care to foster business 
relationships with private ventures and for-profit service providers. Some industry watchers have opined 
that Odette’s recent XML interoperability cook-off’s fell short of total perfection. Odette’s closed attitude 
towards commercial entities, other than OEM’s, Tier One Suppliers, and selected elite vendors, may have 
contributed to this misstep. Reports back from the recent Munich conference are positive, however, with 
Covisint leading the way26.  

 ii. AIAG, on the other hand, is molasses slow (5 years in the making), by virtue of its efforts to reconcile all 
(with OAG) cross industry standards under one rubric. AIAG works very well with carriers, standards bodies, 
and tool smiths. The result is rich, well staffed, and fairly well financed  
 

 3. The Essential Challenge of Region. Who will play a key role in XML Standards? 
 
Influencing standards bodies requires a nuanced approach tailored to regional sensitivities. As Covisint 
has demonstrated, a message tailored to the culture goes a long way in the service of breaking difficult 
markets.   

i. EU 
 
With a standards setting philosophy of, “les normes les plus rapides fournies au marché” 27”, Odette has set a 
very ambitious agenda and a rapid pace; getting out front before the global component suppliers are 
committed is probably one good reason to ramp up EU XML standards quickly. 
 

                                                        
25 XML Enhanced Networks should foster the demise of KC fees, as EDIINT is currently demonstrating 
26 Covisint recently hosted the presentation the EU and Asia emerging market standards conference, presenting a major paper on data 
interchange trends. 
27 Rendered from the original motto in French, “Fastest Standards to Market «  »  
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Traditionally Odette, Galia, and VDA have kept telecoms and VANS at arms length. At the time of the big 3+ 
(Covisint) partnership, Odette invited Covisint to come on board. It didn’t hurt that PSA (largest EU after-market 
parts network), Renault, and Nissan, were there to baby-sit. 
 
ii. Domestic 
 
AIAG’s is making somewhat slower progress in finalizing XML data interchange standards. The participation of 
carriers, solutions vendors, and end-users, may have contributed to the, ‘too many cooks’, conundrum. Some 
of the members have no vested interest in fostering secure public interchange of business documents (ADP, 
ReyRey). These ‘heavy hitter’ VANs have inserted warm bodies into the midst of every technical working 
group, and while they must play a coy game, there is every reason to believe that they are there to slow the 
pace of standards adoption while these leviathans consider their next move. 
 
The forces in opposition to this 
entropy 
are 
OEMs; 
despite a 
tough few 
years, 
they still 
wield 
enormous 
power, and 
are staffing 
the AIAG 
chairs with 
executives 
on loan from 
the top 
echelons. 
Let there 
be no 
ambiguity here, the OEM’s are pushing this agenda with might and resources aplenty – only by such a 
energetic commitment could these highly speculative architectures ever have a chance of replacing EDI’s 90% 
of the data borne by private networks. Retail standards are coming along nicely, with STAR in operation by a 
handful of tiny Van replacements (RouteOne), and the more ambitious JADM a fair piece down the road. 
 
Regardless of which mode prevails - any tool or network communications services vendor will need to tailor its 
approach to regional practices. It is interesting to note that other analysts agree with the author, that regional 
sensitivities apply: 
 
“…Compuware has no historical relationship with Odette or the national (EU) organizations to springboard off 
in Europe. If they want to get involved they will have to be prepared for a long period of relationship-
building......” quote from Automotive Word EU- By John Luscombe 13 February, 2004 
 

 iii. The Emerging Market 
 
With Japan’s automotive industry off the ‘emerging markets list’ for decades, we see a full mesh with the 
AIAG and Odette agendas.  The JAI (Joint Automotive Initiative), is a comprehensive, cross continent set of 
BODs that cater to automotive industry trade and tariff issues.  The emerging markets of China, India, and 
Southeast Asia, have not had the luxury of building out a telecommunications and internetworking 
infrastructure to rival that of the US and EU. Although China’s basic telecom plant is quite modern, the last 
mile for IP network services is just not as developed in the industrial areas that need it most. Most analysts 
in the carrier space agree that India’s plant is somewhat less contemporary, heavily burdened by a stodgy 
bureaucracy, and that the cities have been provisioned with IP services at the expense of industrial 
districts. 
 
According to the author’s interview with Covisint’s Director of Marketing, Scott Molitor, the greatest growth 
potential lies in these emerging markets due to their maturing telecommunications infrastructure. Within 
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these markets, the largest VANs are hampered due to a lack of worldwide reach. To quote Mr. Molitor:  
 
“…even likes of Sterling prior to the AT&T deal, could not hope to rapidly provision these remote markets, 
due to tariff considerations, treaties, and the inability to drop network infrastructure into underdeveloped 
countries. Even where the Internet is starting to bloom, players such as ADP and R&R are hard pressed to 
capitalize on these markets. It will take an AT&T, France Telecom, BT, or Sprint, to wire these future 
manufacturing verticals into the worldwide supply chain.” 
 

 E. Promoting XML Network Services to the Trade 
 
Internetworking services have been universally data agnostic, as mentioned in the XML vendors chapter.  
 
Breaking this paradigm and transitioning to a non-agnostic, content aware model, is a radical gambit, 
especially if the Telco is to ‘grow services in lock-step as the standards mature’. There are political 
consequences to changing established ways. (See appendix, recapitulation of previous research). 
 
Such an adoption cycle places FT’s venture at the 
industry’s whim, and possibly at the losing end of a 
very long gestation. If XML standards begin to settle, 
then a potential period of semi-viable growth may 
ensue. However, history has not been kind to 
fast ventures making large 
bets (grand Central, 
Covisint). 
Furthermore, many a 
promising computing 
standard, years in the 
making, was left at the 
wayside long after 
being blessed by the 
industry in print. Case 
in point: Rosettanet28.  
 
A set of services 
targeted at the 
supply chain and 
retail automotive 
sectors might 
include:  
 

 1. Carrier Hosted B2B hubs (Seeburger and BOOMI) for system to system connections between trading 
partners of any size, i.e., OEM to the smallest recipient); 

 2. Portals (people oriented, productivity driven replacements for VAN services. May serve applications for 
Dealer Retail Services, OEM to Dealer Logistics Management, Regional Service Management, Warranty 
Management via OEMs and third parties, etc.); Today, many of these are delivered as wholly segregated  
systems delivered over private networks (VSAT, leased services, terrestrial radio or microwave, VPN). 

 3. Generalized Network Services required for provisioning access, identity, layered applications29, and 
custom services. No real estate can be stolen from VANS without either replacing applications, or 
providing self service solutions via the Hub or Portal in addition to general services.30 

 4. Applications, customized software, components - possibly within the realm of professional services. 
XML Networks devoid of vertical applications (OAG or otherwise) will have a tough time convincing 

                                                        
28 Rosettanet is a creation of GS1, formerly the Uniform Code Council of manufacturers – a standard destined to make EDI obsolete in the 
electronics, semiconductor, and medical device sectors. Although an important standard, it never enjoyed the vaunted success of its year’s long 
hype, although many CLOB and ERP vendors supported RNIF (Rosettanet Implementation Framework, think OAG CCM). 
29 Many VANs and fundamental EDI network providers are starting to mimic Covisint’s offering of federated identity, and single sign on, wedded 
to LDAP services that can be helpful for transportation and tariff compliance (members of the supplier’s registry can be associated with directory 
entries for shipping  container origination and the calculations thereof). 
30 This is a troubled services spectrum, with Grand Central failing, and Covisint 500M in the hole despite its resurrection under Compuware. 
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businesses to leave VANs. Need developers, defectors, home grown, and fresh ideas – such as XML 
micro apps and widgets for the ultra small retailers.31 

 5. Fundamental Services32 and mid-layer services (see Services Desired), for vendors, OEMs, and large 
end-users with existing CLOB - ERP investments that wish to integrate and implement XML trade 
standards. 

Retail automotive sector relations (DSN, WSN, Aftermarket, and Service), will require a rapidly developed, 
heretofore unprecedented partnership between telecom, vertical software vendors, trade standards, industry 
organizations, and visionary end-user adopters.  
 
In isolation, economizing data carriage through the elimination of KC rates will never be enough to displace 
institutions (VANS) so deeply rooted to the industry’s cash-flow.  However, enhanced interoperability, specifically, 
the future ability to eliminate duplicative systems at the dealership for OEM and Warranty services, is compelling.   
 
The additional benefits, at far reach and by no means guaranteed, of cost savings promised via the canonical data 
model33, are the selfsame issues being driven by the OEM’s. 

IV. Three Studies of Automotive Industry Supply Chain Systems  
 
VANS have come to dominance by efficiently delivering solutions, support, and connectivity in an easy to 
contract package. VANs, increasingly known as E2E (end-to-end) providers, convey expertise that closes the 
crucial implementation gap spanning any number of automotive business lines. 
 
In seeking alternatives, who is executing with distinction or discredit in creating tangible value from the EDI to 
XML exodus? The author has selected three case examples, including one dismal failure: Ford Motor 
Company’s eVerest, Compuware’s recently acquired Covisint, and RouteOne, a scrappy example of what can 
happen when bright ideas meet advanced technology. These last two mentioned providers are fine examples 
of the large and small, comprehensive and focused, respectively.  
 
EDI transactions are typically point to point; non-meta data formatted messages. Trading Partners historically 
created direct connections via leased circuits (major OEM to tier one supplier), or have used packet exchange 
networks or VANS to created a mesh of custom services.  
 
Other than OEMs, which have unlimited resources, it is likely that each user of a direct EDI host, exchange, or 
VAN, must support a plethora of formats for each data exchange peering. Some of these formats are standard 
EDIFACT format, others may be proprietary (current situation with credit reporting), or, as disclosed in this 
report, new standards (XML) may enjoy sponsorship of important trade groups and influential companies within 
the industry (AIAG, Odette, OAG). 
 
There have been numerous OEMs partnerships driving the industry, and new data inter networking companies 
designed from the ground up to retake territory from the VANS - territory that once belonged to the OEMs, and 
which they sold for seven pieces of silver.  
 
If the grand plans of the OAG still fail to impress, a new form of EDI over Internet is poised34 to provide a VAN 
alternative. For the smaller businesses inhabiting one spoke of the retail and supply chain, this technology, 
EDIINT, is experiencing a credible period of sustained growth, riding on the coattails of B2B commerce hub 
vendors like BOOMI, Seeburger, and CLEO. The combination of simple attachment, zero foot print installs, and 
robust competition, has launched a new industry. EDIINT plus commerce hub almost equals XML for the 
pragmatically inclined. 
 
 In addition to the foregoing, credible research data arriving late in this research cycle suggest that a new 
generation of EDI ‘smart interconnection services’ are starting to mature. These services were surely birthed 
during the difficult trails of many ‘new age’ VAN alternatives35, foremost among them, Covisint.   
 
Here are three case examples of partnerships and initiatives that have had mixed results; as you will read, two 

                                                        
31 Think Tiny Google AJAX widgets for making up a portfolio of simple automotive retail applications. 
32 Not to be confused with General Services – fundamental services are for the OEM’s and Tier One going OAG 
33 With a promise to eliminate or reduce data record mapping, conversions, and poor interoperability 
34 http://www.directedi.com/ 
35 http://www.ecgrid.com/index.html 
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of these claimed august parentage, but garnered mixed results: 
 

 A. Ford eVerest was a shameful failure at implementing an e-procurement system based on Oracle 11, and 
the nascent XML and WS standards of 1999-2002. Ford pulled the plug on eVerest, and only a partnership 
with Oracle made shifting the blame so much sweeter. Oracle had no comment. Interestingly, Ford 
transitioned back to its legacy systems in less than one week36, after fours years of testing and staging 
eVerest. It may just have been far too early to adopt immature WS-Standards plus a lack of common event 
models; there is no substitute for architecture. 

 B. Covisint - A partnership (concurrent with eVerest) sponsored by the big three. This 400+ million dollar 
partnership 
began with an 
eye opening 
letter37 never 
seen before 
in the 
procurement 
industry, “Use 
Covisint or 
lose GM 
business”. 
The venture 
was to put the 
latest 
innovations in 
EDI over IP 
routing 
technology to 
the test, and 
the process 
experienced 
severe 
growing 
pains. 
Covisint was 
a fast, high 
technology 
operation in 

the dot com mold, not a smokestack EDI era network like ANX, the 
American EDI network of record. 
 

Covisint stumbled badly and branched out into ancillary business, such as automotive e-auctions. The 
partnership was unable to countenance such an unsavory business line, and sought to sell off the Covisint 
brand in an attempt to reclaim the 400 million invested. There were no buyers at the outset. After Covisint 
sold off its e-auctions, it was acquired by Compuware for only seven million USD - a total repeat of the EDI 
spin-offs of late 1970’s to the early 1980’s. 
 
 
Compuware is positioned to remake Covisint into a successful brand. Compuware, a key player in 
mainframe commerce applications, has a natural affinity for legacy upgrades and network data 
communications. Covisint is a unique data communications innovator for the bread and butter transactions 
that sit on many of Compuware’s customer mainframes. Today, Covisint is Compuware’s most profitable 
division, but total profits are a mere 200 million across all divisions - a drop in the total VAN revenue 
bucket. 
 
Covisint provides industry agnostic services through a layered approach - connections, VPN, 
Identity/Security, single sign on, etc. These foundation layers make up an unknown percentage of 
Covisint’s revenue, and are certainly duplicated by other VPN and WAN carriers.  

                                                        
36 Surely fodder for a stand-up comedy routine, if one existed for B2B audiences, which it doesn’t 
37 See Appendix for a reprint of this unprecedented communiqué   

Figure 9 – Full XML Alternative Mesh 
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Covisint’s automotive sector specialty business is a solid offering as an Internet EDI carrier using AS1,2,&3 
with gateway connections to a universe of VANS; brokering these partnerships must have taken years and 
the personal and political capital of the founders and partners, as nothing is gained without hard currency 
or a back-room deal in the automotive trade. 
 
Covisint’s most advanced product, Covisint Connect, an OAG XML and applications portal for the supply 
chain, comprises a complete product offering, exactly as defined in this author’s body of reporting: BODS, 
XML, Web Services, Partnerships with AIAG and Odette. Covisint is operating its Connect product as a 
portal broker and demand conversion intermediary with the help of CLEO, an adapter client company with 
deep ties to the OEMs, VANS, and direct EDI hosts. The author also recently uncovered Covisint’s EDI 
services gateway wholesale carrier – all Covisint platforms are built upon the Loren Data ECGrid Platform. 
(This is an important revelation)38. Covisint, of course, adds substantial value to the ECGrid by bringing the 
OAG standards expertise to the table and creating executable products. 
 
Covisint Connect translates a variety of commerce message formats into OAG BOD as the intermediate 
format of record (IFR). Covisint insists that it will perform demand translation services to and from any 
supported destination format39. BODs are XML data files validated with XML Schema40. Covisint ‘Connects’ 
each incoming EDI or flat file document to a static or dynamic XML BOD for demand transformation. This 
strategy reduces complexity and cost for the end-user, and provides a solid XML strategy for the (post EDI) 
future. Unlike the variegated VANS in the RSN/DSN channel, Covisint actually encourages the adoption of 
standards. It seems that we can no longer, therefore, lump Covisint into the broad category of merely 
another Value Added Network. 
 
The OAG CCM (Core Components Model) is part and parcel of the original Covisint strategy and has been 
carried to the industry at large by the Covisint Messaging consortium, made up of the original partners plus 
- (Daimler Chrysler, Ford, GM, Delphi, JCI and Lear). 
 
As the BOD and CCM are the strategic underpinnings of AIAG, OAG, and UN/CEFACT standards, Covisint is 
obliged to maintain mapping integrity when changes are made by trading partners at the edge - those not 
using BODS. This puts the demand conversion onus on Covisint Connect. Such a far reaching computing 
and messaging platform has evolved since Covisint’s early beginnings, and is impressive. 
 
Covisint is increasing its staff at the top marketing levels, rolling out services, and conforming to the latest 
industry standards and thought leadership. Any move that Covisint makes in the market will have to be 
matched or exceeded by France Telecom on a grand scale. The Compuware Covisint model is a complete 
functional study of what a Global XML Carrier will have to offer in network native XML services. The 
Covisint EDI feature set includes every intermediate document format implemented in the contemporary 
corpus of standards, including OAG BODs. Furthermore, Covisint is deeply ensconced in worldwide 
standards (UN/CEFACT vendors committee). 
 
Generically speaking, any competitor’s plans, however innovative, are probably being anticipated by Covisint. 
The future of an ‘XML Value VAN Opportunity’ could possibly tolerate a following strategy, with many 
lessons learned from an innovative competitor, or, perhaps in a more benign world, a potential partner or 
target of acquisition. Anticipating a broad movement en masse to the OAG BOD format took a great deal of 
faith, technical savvy, and cunning, especially so when one considers that Covisint has been at this for 
several years. 
 
All is not altogether rosy; the Covisint venture foundered badly on the strict basis of a sunken investment of 
500+ million by the big three, changing executive leadership several times, and almost closing it doors 
forever. The venture has lost (for the moment) numerous relationships with solutions providers, peer 
networks, and other vital alliances. The dance of changing CEO’s has again been played, and the 
company, although a shadow of its predicated grandiose image, is slowly gaining back ground. 
 
The Covisint lesson should not be lost on France Telecom - industry wide initiatives are inherently slow 
moving, the technology to enable them is expensive, having an amortization cycle measured in years. The 

                                                        
38 Covisint’s relationship to Loren Data essentially means that all of Covisint’s EDI features and XML enhancements ride atop the ECGrid 
architecture – Covisint’s contribution is probably relegated to WS Services and OAG XML enhancements. A White Paper amending the findings 
will be filed. 
39 It must be assumed that with a total BOD library of less than 2000 objects, there must be some hand work going on 
40 (BODs are defined with XML Schema language, and are sent as XML files). 
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competition (VANs and other Carriers) have fully formed solutions that even a global telecom cannot 
mimic in short order, and these E2E providers can aggressively compete on price anytime - slashing as 
necessary to meet their client’s cost objections. 
 
The important take away from this report is that Compuware is well run, and Covisint is Compuware’s 
turnaround story. Covisint is currently making large waves by staging executive and technical 
presentations during the EU and China Automotive Supply chain conference tracks at the Odette Munich 
Conference. Often, immersion in the market is just as important as the technology being proffered.  
 

 C. RouteOne 
 
RouteOne (also an OEM partnership) is a relatively tiny enterprise within the automotive finance sector. 
 
Selling its services into the USA pool of 22,000 retail automobile dealers, and connecting to a mere handful 
of financial institutions, why would this insignificant (less than <100 million) venture rate a mention in the FT 
analysis? The answer: RouteOne takes a small bite out of the VAN F&I pie. RouteOne’s success in prying 
away any VAN business, however small, means that there is a soft spot in the underbelly of the entrenched 
competition. FT should consider studying the abstract and broadly applicable lessons derived from 
RouteOne’s tenure, and seek to apply this knowledge to as many sectors as is practicable. 
 
RouteOne was among the first to use the OAG derived STAR41 schemas and BODs. This was to drive the 
architectural mandate towards DataPower XML accelerators – as an IBM Websphere shop, the RouteOne 
server farm could not cope with the modestly increasing message flow without a major server upgrade. 
This is one instance where XML acceleration was a probable win, or at least a breakeven42.  
 
We see now that RouteOne’s sparkle is not XML per se, but is the lesson that teaches, “VANS have no 
inherent monopoly on loyalty, just a claim on convenience “. 
 
The question that begs to be asked is: “....what could RouteOne have accomplished if it had carrier access 
to the XML services it was forced self capitalize”. Indeed, if the playing field were flatter, and if XML services 
were as ubiquitous as a dial tone, would innovative VAN alternatives, such as RouteOne, flourish even 
more? 

 D. Generic EDI over Internet AS1, 2, & 3 
 
EDI users have been brewing a complaint for years, with no obvious solution in sight until very recently – 
‘…why cant we use the internet to send and receive EDI messages?’ Good question. 
 
VANs continue to capitalize on per message pricing models. In an era of flat rate interconnections, VANS 
are an anachronism. Yet, the VANS are here; they thrive and are essential for SME’s to obtain services. 
Where IT is secondary to commerce, and for an increasing number of medium sized businesses, VANs are 
the way to go. However, as the IT professionals serving within mid sized companies become more familiar 
with contract services, we see increasingly sophisticated enterprises of all sizes running in-house IT 
services and conducting years long durable vendor relationships for complex services management. This 
is an accurate description of a modern retail auto dealer IT profile. 
 
VANS span the entire value gap, i.e., network services, applications, and systems integration, not to 
mention scaling and adapting to service changes by the OEM. In this way, VANS can be viewed positively 
as a two-way enabler.  
 
Challenges in capitalizing IT expenditures are nothing new for OEMs and Suppliers in the Fortune 1000, 
but SMEs have always had to choose between being a VAN captive (a complete outsourcing of 
applications, support and communications), or to outsource for direct IT investments in order to connect to 
the OEM CLOBs via EDI hosts (a daunting proposition, but one that is increasingly being adopted with the 
advent of B2B hubs, and EDIINT). It seems there will, therefore, be a clash of technology cultures; between 
EDIINT and XML. 
 

                                                        
41 Standards in Technology for Automotive Retail, another tiny organization gaining parity with large institutions due to their domain expertise 
42 The 100k for each DP box as opposed to RouteOne’s next major server upgrade to a large blade center for +500k. See the Joel Gruber and 
T.N.Subramaniam interview regarding the relative attractiveness of carrier XML hardware deployments. 
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Long before OAG and XML were in vogue, EDI users saw the potential to eliminate VAN messaging 
charges. To address this challenge, the Uniform Code Council (Now GS1, the owners of nonprofit 
Rosettanet) created architecture for the carriage of secure EDI documents over Internet protocols. Software 
vendors, large end users, and OEMs participated with UCC-GS1 to create secure communication methods 
for EDI over Internet. The first standard, AS1, is EDI over the Internet via SMTP. The second standard, circa 
2001, AS2 for EDI over HTTP. AS3 is for EDI over FTP/SSh. 
 
As with EDI 
VANs, there 
are two distinct 
market 
divisions for 
EDIINT. The 
EDI Hub 
Market (for 
large upstream 
buyers) and 
the Spoke 
market 
(downstream 
suppliers). The 
Hub market 
drives the 
overall 
adoption 
curve, as the 
servers and gateways for provisioning EDIINT comprises a complex and performance driven technology. 
B2B Software companies enmeshed in the automotive supply and retail value chains, such as Seeburger, 
make hub enabling application servers. Such massive systems enable a vast spectrum of connection 
modalities. Seeburger’s top shelf OEM licensed application servers are delivered complete with run time 
software component manufacturing43. BOOMI is a similar, and far smaller, with a focus on design time tools 
for managing process flow across dissimilar messaging standards. CLEO specializes in EDI application to 
host connectors. All of these vendors can be combined in hybrid architecture with fundamental and ESB 
services.  
 
The vendors are emphatic that B2B hub architecture used in concert with EDIINT can eliminate VANS, and 
it seems that the retail sector is ready to put this theory to the test. Wal-Mart has standardized on AS2 for 
all of its supplier relations, and, thankfully, has not followed GM’s insensitive approach in dealing with the 
transition of its smaller suppliers to EDIINT. Rather, Wal-Mart has thoughtfully educated its supply chain 
members, large and small, as to the availability of tools, services, and all manner of resources.   
 
In the retail supply businesses, suppliers who do not start trading via the Internet will continue to pay those 
VAN KC charges and this is not a very hard sell for conversion. If all is equal and transparent to the 
supplier’s existing application portfolio, the avoidance of KC charges will prevail.  
 
It seems that the within the retail channel, XML vendors and their proponents have a fight on their hands. 
Whether this ‘clash of cultures’ will become a dynamic in the automotive verticals remains to be seen44, 
and shall be a topic of this author’s further independent research. 

 E. Chapter Summary 
 
VANs execute well. It would be a strange world if Value Added Networks and Intermediate Service 
Providers suddenly disappeared overnight; the current crop of XML solutions would hardly be up to the task 
of filling in for 2% of the missing capacity. VANS will continue to bear the bulk of data traffic in the 
automotive retail and supply chains for the foreseeable future, if only because there is no alternative 
standing in the wings45. It is therefore no mystery why VANS currently predominate, and may continue to 

                                                        
43 The ability to create ‘packages of discrete functionality’, and create turnkey instances of these as self installable applications or even Web 
based instances 
44 Seeburger has made great inroads into automotive supply and production floor replenishment. 
45 Capacity not defined strictly in bandwidth, Erlangs, or Throughput, but rather as the total availability of tools, infrastructure and professional 
expertise. 
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hold the lion’s share of the market - they solve an end to end problem, enabling business solutions in an 
effective, if not cost efficient, manner.  
 
VANS are the problem stepchildren of the automotive OEM’s, their offspring that came home to roost and 
profit off the family’s wealth. OEM’s may still grind their teeth over their voluntary abdication of power from 
the industry’s’ helm of data’; however, they are mindful that they, ultimately, are the final arbiters of the 
industry’s fate. The OEM’s, after all, manufacture the products, and can determine the methods of 
communication amongst partners at any time that they please. When one or more OEM’s are finally 
enabled by peers at equal, (Global Carriers), we shall see a steady decline in VAN dominance, and firm, 
predictable adoption of standards and alternative methods of supplier and retail system communications. 
 
The standards bodies are glue holding the EDI exit strategy together; it will be no simple matter to 
disambiguate this sector for a strategic blitz on the VANs. The advanced network experiments (STAR, 
RouteOne, ITE, Covisint), have not yet managed to pry away a significant percentage of business within 
the Auto IT vertical. Such changes, when they do appear, will be the result of many years of nurturing 
Coventures, and building a new vision of the data exchange future.  
. 

V. The New Family Business - Services Desired and Opportunity 
 
The automotive industry wants canonical XML data to replace currently dominant EDI. The argument, 
repeated ad nauseum, explains that XML can be carried over http46, leading to the elimination of metered 
messaging tariffs, and that once ‘faithful to the XML Canon’, the constant remapping of EDI message 
semantics will save the industry billions. It is a compelling vision borne on the shoulders of some of the 
automotive and XML industry’s most brilliant data architects. They are sincere – painfully so. This is the 
new family business to keep the data architects occupied. While he EDI industry is fully entrenched, the 
standards bodies feel that there is room for improvement in the architecture of B2B messaging. As this 
position cannot be challenged on a technical basis, the Capital Line Software vendors are in no mood to 
dissuade the faithful; they are purveyors to both the EDI and XML constituencies, and the last thing they 
want is to create disharmony between the camps.  
 
Can the foregoing be reasonably accomplished? There is no simple answer.  EDI is firmly established and 
genetically enmeshed with vertical automotive networks and solutions47 (dealership management, warranty 
processing, after market distribution, safety, and environmental compliance). Recent forays into all forms of 
non-EDI commerce enablement have all experienced exceedingly long development cycles. There have 
been small successes (RouteOne), outright failures (Ford eVerest), and even against-all-odds stories 
perseverance (Covisint). 
 
For the purpose of this report, let us take to heart the years of committee work fostering the JADM (Joint 
Automotive Data Model), established by organizations such as AIAG, STAR, and Odette - all in order that 
XML shall prevail in the automotive supply and retail sectors. However, VANS and other end to end EDI 
systems will not cede the market without a fight.  
 
In order to serve the automotive verticals via a fresh model, one must be aware of the following: 

 A. Who is FT competing against? -  VANS, end-to-end providers (E2EP), and EDI over Internet (EDIINT). 
 
A strategy combining 
non-EDI standards and 
great hosted solutions, 
regardless of their 
intermediate data 
format, will be a long 
climb. The very latest 
EDIINT technology 
seeks to keep EDI in place for small and medium enterprises, by routing messages over the Internet using 
AS1, 2, or 3. This is a cost effective strategy.  

                                                        
46 As opposed to EDI’s historical ties to private networks, VANS (networks with applications), and KC tariffs. The rapid development of EDIINT 
is changing the calculus of this assumption as we speak. 
47 EDI Industry Study Drexel University 2002 
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The adoption of XML standards is influenced equally by KC rate elimination, and promises of a greatly 
reduced ‘data mapping tax’48 upon IT expenditures.  This projected outcome of XML’s dual bounty has not 
been proven - quite the opposite is apparent, i.e.,  presently, the  adoption of XML solutions is quite costly. 

 B. Who are the potential partners? - Industry Relations (AIAG and the Trade Standards Cohort), solutions 
vendors, OEMs, and the SME end-users in the supply and retail value chains. Also, undercapitalized 
advanced network providers, such as Covisint, and XML domain experts on the verge of financial ruin (pick 
any XML hardware vendor). 
 
How far down the services chain must FT reach in order to pry away even a small percentage of the VAN’s 
hegemony? Will any new XML VAN alternative be forced to deliver end-to-end solutions; investing efforts 
in the time-consuming evangelism of partnerships with solutions providers, in each equivalent automotive 
vertical (supply chain, logistics, CAM)? If so, there is a long row to hoe before the advent of profitability, 
and there will be competitors to confront. 

 C. What trends shall FT capitalize on? – The ongoing religious war fought over the conversion of EDI systems 
to XML and the fervent belief in the economies of scale this will confer through public interconnect. 
 
If one truly believes that cost drives everything, then it behooves one to make a move. Elimination of VANS 
equals lower prices for equivalent services. Conversion of EDI to the XML Canon may confer cost benefits 
through the elimination of semantic ambiguities.  
 

 D. Services Packaging 

 1. Fundamental Industry Agnostic XML Messaging Architecture 
 
First look analysis49 centered on the issue of data networks being treated as agnostic (the predominant 
model) vs. Content aware (XML networks, a controversial model with an unproven history). The author 
surmised that an established agnostic model would be strongly defended by the networking professionals 
butting up against SOA architecture professionals. This assumption was proven correct in numerous 
instances; there is ample 
controversy surrounding XML 
in-transit inspection of 
commerce transactions, on 
many grounds.  As for the 
industry standards sector, 
as you would expect, 
there is more 
enthusiasm for the 
somewhat more 
experimental 
framework of XML networking.  
 
First, let us establish that if there is any value in 
provisioning XML services for a vertical 
solution sector, that these ‘statements of 
applicability’ should be solely defined 
by the business requirements of 
the market, and not by the 
vendors of XML 
accelerator hardware. 
The instabilities, undercapitalization, and fragmentary nature of this technical specialization are 
manifestly evident. Furthermore, most XML equipment vendors are subject to a ‘psychological remove’ 
from the immediate needs of the client constituency, and are wholly divorced from the present trend of 
how OAG standards will affect applications and communications. Their mandate is to serve the SOA 
community at large, having committed long ago to a product and engineering philosophy that may or may 

                                                        
48 5-9 billion on mapping and re-mapping between fractionally split and sub classed EDI documents and the CLOBs and ERP systems they are 
bound to (figure from NIST, Deloitte, and AIAG, includes systems, services, and lost productivity).  
49 Appendix, “Recapitulation of Previous Research”. 
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not survive industry upheavals already in the making50. 
 
Large-scale, carrier SOA network models deploying services in the guise of performance and security 
enhancement are hard to find, and harder to justify. An industry agnostic layer of services, like Covisint’s 
basic interconnection model51, (distinct from its automotive supply chain services, Covisint Connect), is a 
tough sell. However, even these agnostic network services, properly packaged and brought to market by 
an experienced professional services arm, make very little money for Covisint. Another SOA casualty, 
Grand Central Networks, tried a similar tactic and died.  
 
Fixating on a purely technical vision and binding it to a specific industry creates a gulf between 
implementation and architectures. One finds SOA running on centrally provisioned services that are 
almost always behind a firewall. Examples of XML accelerator hardware in the real world show a 
disappointing design case that will increasingly show a diminishing advantage over SOA running on 
server based solutions.   
 
Many SOA use cases are simply a component part of system wide deployments; may of these are far too 
complex52 for carrier provisioning at the operations level. Enabling these SOA models would require 
industry standards which automatically migrate services behind the firewall to a remote architecture (so 
called, Service Data Objects). Such services are merely in the conceptual stage at the moment.  

  
If the ITU, CCITT, and IETF were to pull such a standard out of the proverbial file drawer, that would be 
fine - however, what purpose would it serve today, in what business sector? In other words: at this point 
we stop discussing broadly applicable, generalized  ‘solutions for the automotive verticals’, and become 
entangled in an extremely controversial architectural minefield (layer seven routing).  
 
There is legitimate interest in the emerging XML accelerator appliances market (DataPower, Reactivity), 
however, it did not take a long period of investigation to discern a minuscule number of deployments.  All 
of the XML hardware augmented projects were found, in each case, to be as problematic as an 
equivalent software-based SOA installation. These devices are, for the moment, best used for particular 
functions that are highly customized to each challenge53.  
 
If lower level XML services are sought-after in any industry, then deployment should occur in a brand 
neutral manner by the carrier, for the carrier. Time and experience will tell if advanced networking clients 
have applications for such a use case. The following two product frameworks also do not obviate 
fundamental XML network optimization using a variety of ‘enhancers’; such behind the scenes network 
engineering can and should take place solely at the behest of network engineers and domain experts. 
 
Other layered providers (Covisint) make such services available, and these very services turn out to be 
the least desired, and the least profitable, especially when compared to the VAN’s most mundane EDI 
gateway offerings. The AT&T acquisition of Sterling Commerce signals the beginning of an era where the 
carriers are eager to profit by extending services to a broad swath of suppliers and automotive services 
providers, but they care little for advanced architectures or XML (until mature). 
 

                                                        
50 See XML hardware vendor chapters, State of the Industry and Vendor’s Rationale 
51 Offering identity, secure networking, and MOM endpoint integration 
52 Due to design time considerations, i.e., end point configuration, validation failure exception handling. 
53 See Industry Interviews, Vordel, infra. Mark O’Neill 
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 2. Utopian Joint Automotive Data Model ‘PureXML’ network 
 
The product packaging mirrors today’s mature web hosting and e-commerce services, i.e., a self service, 
self enrolling peer network optimized for the pure carriage of automotive XML traffic conforming to the 
OAG standards. The carrier shall offer authenticated enrollment supported by industry trade association 
standards and membership.  Subscribers will have access to a central secure registry of OAG BOD 
defined by Schema language definitions, a two-layer services model54, standardized XSL transforms, 
security certificates and carrier provided trusted RSI key escrow at the element and document level. 
There may or may not be EDI carriage. This is a radical marketing philosophy. 
 
AIAG signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) in August 2005 with JAMA, JAPIA, Odette and 
Standards for Technology in Automotive Retail (STAR) to build a joint automotive data 
model (JADM) that will reduce complexity 
in communication from automotive 
dealerships through to suppliers. 
 
These services comprise an 
ESB (Enterprise Service Bus) 
hosted by FT as a branded data 
delivery product, with all JADM 
BODS in repository, with the 
application state encapsulated 
within the network. This is 
compelling, as the standards 
bodies understand the concept 
of a trusted registry of services 
and Core Component Model 
state services.  
 
This model may enjoy vigorous industry 
support, not only for its utility, but for its 
market evangelizing value. Creating 
such a Pure XML product for the 
automotive manufacturing 
and retail value chains 
confers a type of ‘blessing’, upon which those contemplating the transition are more likely to depend. A 
global carrier’s perceived stability may confer an intangible quality necessary for the inauguration of this 
brave new era.  
 
Supply chain mid-tier partners are also crucial, for they will ride the XML VAN. Also important are partners 
in the guise of application vendors (supply, aftermarket, dealer, service, and warranty) who want out of 
the VANS, and those true believers who never had the juice to get in. Some feel that only a world class 
carrier can evangelize this pure model without also catering to EDI transport.55 There are rumored to be 
several ISV’s that have been sitting on XML specific solutions, waiting for the right time to strike. A 
Utopian ESB catering to the OAG specifications would make the transition a relatively trivial matter, as an 
agent interface simplifies state management, serialization, and transient object storage. This is a 
developer’s dream VAN. 
 
The Utopian Model promotes XML purity at the expense of EDI compatibility. Only those transactions that 
have corresponding canonical BODs approved by OAG and its allied trade members will traverse the 
PureXML VAN. This strategy puts the maximum market pressure on adoption, and minimizes the 
inevitable confusion that is sure to arise between EDIINT and XML services. In time, all formats can be 
accommodated. 
 
This business model also makes no allowance for Inter VAN transport via gateways. Such systems 
require extensive partnerships, in the Covisint model. This will diminish the number of initial trading 
partners, which is a detriment to adoption; conversely, limiting the XML Utopian VAN to pure players is 
means of managing growth. This big job is made a bit smaller by remaining true to XML roots, and FT will 

                                                        
54 Basic attachment services, selection and peering with trading partners, establishment of IFR  . 
55 (although EDI document support can be provided as a hybridized service). 
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have to develop partnerships with OEMs and all of the partners in each vertical as the OAG gains 
influence. 
 
These services are technically configured as ESB on SuperPlatform services56. For those who need 
integration of ERP and CLOBS, a standardized registry of Service Data Objects offering configuration, 
management, and policy services shall be provided. Some of the likely vendors may be a combination of 
Cape Clear, Openlink, Amberpoint, Intallio, and others.  
 
This service appears similar to Covisint’s offerings as a two-tier system of industry agnostic and supplier 
specific services. CLOB and ERP edge interconnection must obviously be a standard offering, for those 
who run large ERP systems (OEM), or those planning on delivering upgraded applications that are XML 
capable (DMS vendors) and who have historically relied on VANS. In short, the system will be attractive to 
those who want to adopt the standards, if XML integration and interconnection is as painless as can be 
made reasonably possible.  
 
The Utopian model should provide a workable bridge from the largest to the smallest players (within the 
XML adoption cadre) – something that cannot be casually claimed by EDIINT vendors57. There will be 
ample opportunities for professional services to provide design time XML data mapping. GEFEG and 
Safyre are potential partners.  
 
In a very limited way, RouteOne is a Utopian XML-VAN, with only one commercial constituency (F&I), one 
thin client architecture (SOAP via Web Browser), one standard (STAR), and one partnership revenue 
model (Partners share in percentage of contracts sold). With RouteOne’s accrued expertise and FT’s 
sheer size, such a model can be scaled to any industry. 
 
The first partners out of the gate would appear to be comprised of the OEMs, advanced application 
vendors of some size and technical ability (must be able to adopt standards), and larger end users or 
solutions providers.   More modestly sized application vendors and smaller business may need to wait 
until enabled by an active developer program and evangelist corps. 

 3. Realist Hybrid Gateway Network via Commerce Hub 
 
This is the preferred transitional model for supply chain, retail, and after-market operators that believe the 
XML messiah is coming, he’s just late getting to the party. This configuration provides all the answers 
while allowing for deeper XML network optimization of fundamental services.  
 
The hub vendors 
understand the 
automotive 
industry, the 
entrenchment of 
EDI, the upcoming 
XML storm, and the 
services that need 
to be delivered to 
end-users. They 
also, significantly, 
understand the 
central dynamic of 
costs, and right-
sized connection 
paradigms offered 
in a hub and spoke 
type solution. Such 
architecture can 
even deliver most 
of the functions of industry endpoint applications for the SME58. 

                                                        
56 ESB is defined as a software agent architecture that interconnects distributed systems via Web Services; SuperPlatforms include the 
embedded relational, object, and native XML databases. Most also include BPEL and BAM, BMP 
57 Pure EDIINT vendors will have a hard time backing into OAG XML, author’s opinion based on architectures. 
58 Commerce hubs have the requisite functionality to provide native application services, and adapt readily to existing application frameworks. 
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Seeburger and BOOMI have the potential to provision Web-Based DMS, WMS, or parts delivery solutions 
in conjunction with an FT sponsored ‘PureXML’ partner program. Other partnerships with established 
application vendors will take advantage of the hub’s EDI transformation services. Advanced application 
providers (RFID, Vehicle bar code) will make use of the hub as a data connector; transform engine, and 
web-based interface for configuration and services delivery. The carrier would provision EDI, XML, and 
direct WS + MOM endpoints. BODs (if used) would be configured by application providers and end users. 
This is probably what FT will end up doing in conjunction with a Seeburger, Reactivity, BOOMI, and some 
other industry player that is small, innovative, and who wants a first mover advantage. 
 
It is the best of all worlds, the fastest way to services turn-up, and profitability. It is comprehensive, allows 
for combining the previously mentioned models in #1 and #2, and creates breathing and staging space 
for the adoption of pure XML and hosted ESB services. 

 E. Chapter Summary 
 
Our original question was: What are the sectors within the automotive industry that may be served with 
carrier enhanced XML services, provisioned with XML networking hardware?”  
 
However, after extensive study, the new question evolves as: “which industry sectors in transition from EDI 
to XML standards might be served with carrier provisioned XML networking services using the most 
appropriate architecture”? 
 
The question reduces to the issue of meeting the entrenched dominance of EDI as a data format, and 
VANs as the foremost means of application delivery. Effectively competing with these established players means 
creating an environment for the adoption of emerging standards and a framework for establishing relationships 
with vendors providing high quality solutions. 
 
Working examples of routing at the XML element level are practically non-existent, certainly not global. The 
execution of trading logic is predominantly done in the application’s back end. Only small scale examples 
(RouteOne), persist as deployments of record, and are as labor and resource intensive as any SOA 
deployment. At least for now, the issue of a “layer seven routing” is a red herring until the business model 
can confirm that such a network topology in and of itself has an inherent cost or functional advantage, or 
meets an established business goal. We may find the preceding to be the case after the application level 
issues are disentangled through the offering of practical services; an XML Fabrique with carrier-grade 
management functions will surely then emerge. Such a system will no doubt offer fundamental services 
that are entirely industry agnostic, i.e., identity management, single sign on, etc. Perhaps such a network 
will also cater to data replication and synchronization59 through SuperPlatform services60. Either way, such 
a network services package, tailored to serve the automotive industry standards agenda, will mimic the 
best functions of an end-to-end network, and cater to higher level applications, such as those provided by 
innovative B2B software vendors. The value realized will be immeasurable. 
 
The fastest route to industry penetration is the commerce hub, hosted at the data center with later 
augmentation as an ESB, and yet further down the road, XML enhanced services for fundamental 
interconnections. Such a services model progresses from the top down, and matures as the venture 
becomes enmeshed in the sector. More to come in the product strategies chapter. 

VI. Product Strategy - Creating a Framework for Market Evangelism 
 
Before a product can transition to design, a strategy framework must be defined.  In the carrier’s bailiwick, 
the author has defined Fundamental, Utopian, and Realist product definitions in Sec. IV, D-1, 2, & 3; in this 
section, the author will define the strategies for creating product identities, and finally, the alchemical 
influences61 that each path may spawn.  
 
Entering into Peer-Partnerships for the sake of time to market is an important consideration, as the industry 
is witness to mergers happening in the earthly present (AT&T Sterling ‘06Q3, IBM Viacore ‘05Q4). As 
carriers are sufficiently capitalized to acquire any technology property or venture, it seems prudent to put 

                                                        
59 See Joel Gruber’s RouteOne interview for interesting thoughts on data synchronization 
60 All SuperPlatforms offer transactional replication and clustering via log shipping 
61Carrier to carrier consulting services arising from FT’s early moves into the trade orgs effort to encapsulate state within network. 
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France Telecom on notice that the market is shifting underfoot in real-time. Therefore, presented here 
are the three product strategies matching the definitions in IV-D1, 2, & 3: 

 A. Channel Constituencies  

 1. Fundamental Services Market Definition “PureXML World Integration Ring” 
 
This strategy makes the box vendors happy, although how the services are delivered is 
inconsequential.62 Defined as a ‘White Lab Coat”  project, this delivery is never able to speak directly to 
the IT constituencies of ‘Direct Implementers’, but rather to 'Application Architects’.  Fundamental, 
industry agnostic XML functions (transforms, security, bandwidth throttling, management, policy run-time, 
‘layer seven routing’), are being applied per project, as carefully glued components, crafted by experts, 
and are hardly identifiable as appropriate carrier services63. 
 
However, there is a modest rationale for growing lower-level services, marketing to the only colleagues 
who could possibly make use of such arcane infrastructure - network architects, application vendors, 
CLOB /ERP vendors, and other carriers, including VANS.  
 
If FT-SSFO R&D proceeds with Utopian or Realist product and market definitions, network engineers at 
the carrier’s plant may determine that fundamental architectural elements using specialized plant (boxes 
or server SOA), may be required or desirable. Once successfully provisioned, fundamental services can 
be registered and managed as a product for those ‘who are able to make use of them’: 
 

 i. SOA Architects in any industry - these folks are technophiles (and will make it work) and will be pleased 
that they didn’t have to disburse capital on obsolescence prone xml hardware.  

 ii. CLOB SOA Edge Architects - the folks who specialize on SAP Netweaver, Oracle, and all capital line 
vendors. Fundamental XML services are only useful if the application has a means of invoking the service. 
Services behind the firewall require an easy method of relocation to the network. At present, there is no 
standard for service data objects – a future initiative destined to become an ITU, CCITT, or IETF agenda.  
 
Until SDO becomes workable, fundamental XML application architecture shall be a custom creation of the 
subscriber and carrier’s professional services staff. This explains why Reactivity is up to its neck in the GM 
ITE project64. If there is any good to be found in this channel , it is that every success is reusable, every 
partnership with tool smiths and plumbers (connectorware vendors, like iWay), are geometric 
enhancements, and that expectations have been historically, very modest. 

 iii. There is probably only a fractional market for fundamental services adoption from application vendors, i.e., 
visionaries that value carrier XML ubiquity. Caveat: without ESB or SuperPlatform support, the 
fundamental architecture has no persistence for long-running process states. This omission is not good for 
business. Commerce Hubs maintain long process persistence. 
 
End Services for Retail applications might use fundamental services, as we see with RouteOne – however, 
skilled SOA architects, like T.N. Subramanian, are rare. It is more likely that application vendors will want 
BOD-CCM OAG services as a JADM (Joint Automotive Data Model) ESB software agent.  

 iv. Carriers - not farfetched - there are several carriers with peering arrangements and carriers that service 
only the wholesale market - why not an XML services carrier’s carrier? 

 v. VANS - Believe it or not, the pressure on KC rates will eventually cause VANS to consider IP routes, as 
they already use tunneling and configure VPNs. Obviously, if the VAN is owned by a competitive carrier, 
the case is moot (unless FT has such a technology lead that destiny is manifest). 
 
Yet there are hundreds of VANS of various sizes, in many industries, that are pushing down KC rates and 
adding leased capacity as traffic grows. These potential customers (some very moderately sized), could be 
XML World Ring subscribers, with France Telecom as the VANs carrier for XML services. 
 

 2. Utopian JADM Market Definition 
 
Branded as “Supplier’s (or Dealer’s) Universal Service Bus”, or some such. The utopian model is a 

                                                        
62There are many alternatives to dedicated XML hardware offering identical functionality 
63 For the automotive end applications, which require simple to use, standardized interfaces  
64International Transmission and Engine - a bend over backwards hardware SOA project that is taking half of Reactivity’s staff to complete 
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hosted ESB on a SuperPlatform service architecture based on SDO65 agents. This Product Definition 
can be implemented by any OAG end user, if the CLOB or end application is CCM compliant. The pure 
model is designed to, ‘grow with the standards, as the standards grow’.  
 
Utopian Application services will be targeted to internal OEM IT influencers managing mission critical 
(CLOB to ERP) interfaces. “XML Services Bus” – OAGis Certified. Co Branded Identity. OAG services 
and compatible partners will be registered and support self enrollment. Considerable marketing must be 
directed toward the OAG, its membership, and allied bodies. It must be communicated that the 
transaction state is embedded and indeed branded into the product. Targets for the utopian model: 

 i. OEM’s - OEM’s currently are wired to hundreds of VANS and custom telecommunications facilities. It 
would seem that one more gateway could not matter. However, as opposed to an agnostic 
communications back end, a carrier hosted ESB SuperPlatform will require installation of agents at the 
ERP and CLOB edge. We know at least that Cleo and Loren Data (and many others) have made such 
deals. 
 

 ii. OAG and AIAG (possibly other orgs.), as a channel target; this requires explanation, as trade organizations 
are not often thought of as coventure relations. The industry is in a curious position of having to bridge 
conceptual and architectural issues, giving rise to a commercial adoption strategy. 
 
One of the sharpest comments at OAG was, ‘who will forcefully evangelize BOD-CCM’?; the organizations 
have no money to speak of, application vendors do not have the reach, CLOB vendors (Oracle), are 
participating in the standards, but the speed at which they can influence adoption is molasses slow. Who 
will pay? Who will promote? Who will build a service corps? 
 
Just as trades and standards organizations sell publications, directories, memberships, mailing lists, etc., 
the time is as ripe as it will ever be for trade organizations to become purveyors of services. In the present 
case, it will be France Telecom’s opportunity to cause a seismic shift in the industry and provide OAG and 
allies with a JADM compliant Utopian Universal Interconnection Model for resale.66 They need us, and we 
will need them if selling XML networking services to the automotive target verticals is to succeed.  
 
A vigorous program of evangelism will provide the trades with the sorely needed legitimacy granted by a 
carrier, and the carrier will have the luxury of working with the very architects that are in the best position to 
qualify which portions of the standard belongs in the network mesh. 
 
Crucially, the strategic bull’s eye occurs well after staging, tests, and case studies are completed, as other 
carriers will be interested in licensing (or otherwise duplicating/stealing) the model.67 While the actual 
standards are public, the means of encapsulating CCM network state are not, and this may birth an entire 
carrier to carrier OEM licensing and consulting practice, a potentially lucrative business unit within 24 to 36 
months of providing live services to the automotive sector.68 
 

 iii. Application Vendors of smaller size and somewhat less sophistication (and by extension, the big guys). 
Similar to the RouteOne evangelism of DMS systems vendors.  Theoretically, agents are easier to 
integrate than the fundamental messaging services. 
 

 iv. Downstream Tier #2 and lower supply, retail, service, after-market. The 1st tier supplies and RSNs69 have 
such incestuous peering arrangements with the OEM’s, that is difficult to conceive of a scenario where this 
highly capitalized entanglement would be seen as ripe for transition to an untested network model. Still, if 
grown at the pace of the various XML standards, it could be an organic model. The messaging architecture 
of SuperPlatform ESB’s are relatively painless compared to other cross-enterprise commerce bridges, 
other than Commerce hubs, where the hard work has been done by the vendors. This brings us to: 
 

 3. Realist Hub Architecture 
 
A private label B2B hub OEM relationship, (Software OEM Relationship with Seeburger or Boomi), 

                                                        
65Service Data objects are ESB agents used to migrate CLOB edges to the network based Core Component State Model. 
66It was popular for retail and industrial orgs. To offer long distance rate packages to SME’s, why not B2B integration dial-tone? 
67 Just as the author has been politely exploiting Covisint for information and opinion 
68 AT&T Bell Labs, Bellcore, and Telligent 
69Regional Service Networks are often related to after-market brands and replenishment networks - it’s the last antitrust target  
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serves all constituencies, fostering a path for early adopters in transition from EDI, (still over 85% of 
total data carriage market), and reaches all the way down to thin-clients. 70 
 
Hubs like Seeburger have the equivalent  functionality of an WS-XML ring, accommodate EDI, 
encapsulate state as WS-BPEL, manufacture turnkey software runtime components, and over time, using 
internal design tools augmented by some lightweight development environments (eclipse), may 
completely replace some licensed applications (DMS, SWS, F&I). Other hub vendors have a slightly 
more modest repertoire, but still provide a quickly deployable and functional hub and spoke structure. 
 
All of the touted, (yet not concretely manifest) features of XML accelerators are being delivered today in 
the best hub application servers - routing at the document element level, transformation71, validation with 
tight binding to the backbone, security, and state; a compelling set of features residing in one server-
based package.  
 
B2B hub systems deliver the ready-made power to provide the services that VAN customers have 
historically relied on. The hub vendor’s down side is that the architecture is proprietary and monolithic72, 
whereas the Utopian and Fundamental architectures are engineered by the carrier and vendors.. Indeed, 
the boundary between hosted commerce applications and E2E VANS is becoming murky, with the likes 
of hosted commerce hubs, such as cc-hubwoo73. 
 
This is the Fastest Route to profit, without precluding the engineering of a fundamental XML services 
layer that would further optimize hub distributed architecture, ESB SuperPlatform Mid-Tier Services, 
and/or the definition of a comprehensive services package that dovetails with the existing portfolio of the 
OBS unit. A hosted hub reaches across the industry and connects all partners. CLOB and ERP edge 
connections, the key area of friction in building VAN alternatives, is greatly facilitated and will look 
nothing like EAI nightmares of the past. Scalability will be carrier’s center of study and the chief challenge 
if the B2B hub architecture shows early promise and becomes destined for a global deployment. 
 
The targeting list for hub connection candidates and prospects includes those enumerated for the 
fundamental and Utopian VAN product definitions, with the important addition of being able to deliver 
zero-install / configuration applications via Java enabled web Browser, serving the smallest suppliers.  
 

 B. Outreach Organization 
 
The business unit’s product management will undergo a shift in character as early market evangelism 
transitions from standards, architecture, and trade politics, to partnerships, trials, and a fully funded public 
roll out.  Companies such as Covisint make trade relations a cornerstone of their strategy by creating 
forward looking industry councils focused on the Far Eastern and Asia PAC emerging markets.  Oracle has 
invested a great deal of human capital in the automotive B2B sector. These contributions are substantive, 
including Garrett Minakawa74, on loan to AIAG and OAG for engineering CLOB interfaces to the CCM. 

 1. Standards and Trade Relations 
 
Each organization will require delegate coverage in order to sue for seats on the requisite technical 
committees. Trade Organizations will need chairs, standards will need technical representatives. 
Sustaining sponsorships are more costly than industry memberships, and these are the type of 
contributions made by Oracle and SAP.  Some issues to expect: 
 

 i. The France Telecom agenda to place ‘BOD Integration Enhancements’ within a carrier class system will 
require influence.  OAG and AIAG may be reluctant to directly participate in engineering such 
architectures, unless such an initiative fell under the blessed rubric of the CCITT, ITU, or IETF. FT does not 
have time for this.  

 ii. Oracle and SAP have steered the OAG standards via the financial power of their sustaining membership 
contributions. Therefore, France Telecom will need to investigate what type of bidding war will ensue in 
order to influence OAG’s architectural recommendations regarding CCM services migrated to a carrier 

                                                        
70The author would be remiss not to mention the failure of this strategy of out-sourced integration in the case of Grand Central.Networks 
71Hubs feature mature design time tools for mapping 
72OEM Licensing allows for opening the code-base 
73 More functionality is common to both hosted applications, server based solution, and VANs 
74Garrett is a XML UML domain expert of some repute. 
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SOA Fabrique. Of course, the CCM is in the public domain, and can be implemented by any software 
vendor. However, we are speaking of fundamental services to enhance CLOB/ERP/Partner 
communications; not merely the replacement of an application connector - such undertakings are closely 
scrutinized, and are better with an ‘OAGis Compliant and Tested’, seal. 

 iii. The impact of a successful implementation would be somewhat detrimental to established entities who 
value network agnostic services, preferring to keep all functions at the CLOB edge. Sterling took note of 
this tension and has started to transition to a standards based network with embedded state handling.75 
 

 iv. OAG loathes rocking the boat with key influencers monitoring each statement of policy – this includes ADP, 
ReyRey, Sterling, and others. It is hard to estimate the damage that might accrue to OAG if a late comer 
from the telecom industry just waltzes in. OAG’s blessing may have to be purchased or gained through 
seduction in concert with lateral alliances.76 RouteOne’s emergence was conducted in almost total secrecy 
before going live, and was blessed by the OEMs. Covisint was loud as a brass band and almost failed.  
 

 2. Industry Relations and Regulatory - General Trade orgs, such as NADA, JAMA, JAPIA, AAIA, and the 
AAPR, will require coverage in order to interface with partners and collect market intelligence - each 
organization needs to have a few dollars pumped intro dues and marketing buys, to include prerelease 
publicity buys in trade publications. 

 i. It is amazing how small organizations have gained relations of parity with the largest UN sponsored 
initiatives - e.g., STAR and NADA, mentioned in same breath as KorBit and ATHENA, two of the largest 
foreign auto industry technology think tanks. The OAG initiative is so new, that any actor who executes 
with distinction may achieve notoriety while otherwise august organizations may take years to produce 
results. Gefeg AG, a very small tool smith, is routinely mentioned in concert with UN and ISO initiatives as 
a result of their EDI XML domain mapping expertise. Gefeg is a partner to watch. 

 ii. The lesson: Sometimes a first mover does better to stealth a project in partnership with small but influential 
domain experts - eliminating potential repudiation of the proposed service by peers. The converse 
argument is discussed below. 
 

 3. Product Management 
 
The Product Manager's charge is to communicate the desires of the market to the development team, 
and to evangelize the product’s competitive merits to the market.  
 
Vertical communications services for industry enablement require multilateral and inter industry 
partnerships that simply defy the utility of nondisclosure. If the product is not a genetic patent, the 
reinvention of the ball point pen, or a new, heretofore unknown version of the paper clip, acts of strategic 
partnership within the telecom industry are instantly made coin of the realm.  
 
There is much to be said for openness when introducing disruptive technologies into a settled industry. 

 i. Prerelease chatter works as a rationale when dealing with broad initiatives and entrenched solutions 
(VANS) i.e., there is a rationale for making noise. Preparing apriori mindset is crucial to overcoming long-
standing inertia. This takes time and press coverage.  

 ii. The automotive verticals (supply, manufacturing, after-market, and retail sectors), are quite unlike an 
emerging consumer or mass market B2C venture. Due to the inertia in the market and the relatively small 
number of potential constituents, telegraphing early can work in favor of a telecom sized entity:77 

 iii. Regional networks contemplating capital outlays and changes to data plant may be influenced to wait for 
carrier SOA before making alternative investments, if they are apprised of upcoming trends. 

 iv. VAN captives needing an extended period to cut-over to XML architecture, may use the advanced notice to 
work with the carrier on applications and plant qualification. 

 v. Generates a precious Interval for attracting upstart tool smiths that feel locked out of the market. This is 
how the VANs became influential. These small fast, entrepreneurial players are just the medicine that the 
France Telecom XML venture needs, as they will set an aggressive pace and infuse the project with an 

                                                        
75Sterling recently announced a partnership with Active Endpoints - an SOA BPEL policy company. They are aware that the only people they 
can irk is their own client base, many of whom are on VAN services and not likely to leave. 
76Everyone who has something to gain from the network taking work and cost off their plate; apps vendors, DSN’s, RSN, and heretofore 
unknown and possibly new trade associations dedicated to exiting VANS and going to Carrier SOA, with FT’s sponsorships. 
77Sterling is in the midst of very early announcements of their partnerships with iway and Active Endpoints for BPEL state in the network 
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urgency that cannot be procured by other means78. They are low-cost targets of acquisition. 
 

 4. Assassins 
 
The concept of an assassin project office reporting to product management was piloted at Data General. 
Rather than having a negative connotation, Assassins work strategy in juxtaposition to the entrenched 
competitors (VANS, EDI, and Supplier Web ASPs). This office executes a subset of features 
management targeted at winning important clients from the competition; an important office when offering 
a highly differentiated and controversial or provocative offering. Think of a tiger team for breaking 
impossible markets. 

 5. Developer Program 
 
Just as a Covisint has a tools and technology center of excellence, so must FT initiate some type of 
developer program to assist application developers and IT integration bosses get connected in the most 
seamless manner. 

 6. Partner Program 
 
The unit needs domain expertise in networking level engineering for XML message traffic. Reactivity, 
Vordel, etc. Other partners: 

 i. Mapping tools and design time expertise - these skills are necessary for bridging the legacy 
implementation gap on the way to BOD, 

 ii. Clientware - in addition to end applications, the business unit should foster alliances with small developers 
adept at the Eclipse RCP (Rich Client Platform). This partnership might include web framework developers 
that are REST / AJAX /Ruby friendly.  Why? The non-agnostic carriage of XML for verticals is a fresh 
model of commerce networking; if other markets emerge as the unit evangelizes automotive, there needs 
to be an agile response to nonstandard means of delivering applications, network management interfaces, 
and design time tools.  

 iii. Connector and Host Gateways - Cleo Communications, Boomi, others for EDI interoperation if a Realist 
hub approach is taken. 

 iv. Burdened79 Advanced Networks - There is no reason to eliminate Covisint as a partner. Although it 
appears the Compuware, Covisint’s parent, is a competitor, FT is large in comparison and has everything 
to gain by a technology licensing partnership that leverages Covisint’s intellectual capital joined to France 
Telecom’s transmission plant and OBS unit.80 
 
 

 C. Modalities of Evangelism 
 
Direct industry evangelism centers on featured deployments focused on preferred partnerships. The story 
must be front and center and clearly dramatize benefits while minimizing the unavoidable collision of 
changing supplier data communications and / or applications. 
 
Some of the most desirable clients will be represented in the selfsame trade policy groups - an unusual 
situation compared to consumer services. The salient point is that FT’s work in the trade will be monitored 
as it matures; triumphs and minor battles lost will be visible.  

 1. Trade Partner Documentary - to be released 60 days prior to golden turn-up 
 
The IT industry is so saturated in words, articles, and case studies, such that from the sole standpoint of 
utility, most of these monographs are an utter waste of the compositor’s efforts. What then, of the product 
narrative? 
 
Abuse of narrative is a virtual (no pun) disease in this our era of the SOA renaissance; analysts are as 
much to blame for this state of affairs as the vendors. What is the optimal solution to liberate narrative 

                                                        
78There is a cultural divide between older and more established DSM software houses that are not too XML savvy, and the newer younger 
breed of Ajaxian purists that could really use a FT leg up over the fence. 
79 A burdened provider is one who does not own a global transmission plant 
80Covisint Compuware has been devested by a 60% decline in IT product revenues in the Michigan Automotive area 
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from the bonds of a ponderous lexicon? In the author's opinion, video, blogs, and the combination 
thereof provide an ideal conduit to convey a complex and far reaching subject such as new carrier 
services. 
 
Video bogs (Vlogs) capture narrative in its native state; partners, end-users, and influencers are put ‘on 
the record’, in an episodic format supporting the product evangelism life-cycle. High Definition video is 
now a desktop process and increasingly used to document technical processes. RSS, Atom, and OPML 
publishing of vlog episode content is now a mature distribution medium.81 
 
The narrative of such a comprehensive product matrix is too important to trust to words alone - the pitch 
has to be dramatized with actual experiences, from several perspectives, and a compelling story 
delivered.. 
 
The innovation of eschewing content agnostic data carriage for a standards-based ‘XML Ring ‘Round the 
World’, demands a more agile and tactile delivery of message. It was precisely the lack of a compelling 
narrative that put Covisint (and other upstart ventures seeking to enable the supply chain with 
technology), behind the curve - they could not get their story out.  
 
In 2006-07, there is no earthly reason to ignore the power of video and social media to shape, distribute, 
and inform, all the aspects of a capital line product delivery. 

 2. Articles and White Papers 
 
Despite the enthusiasm manifested in the foregoing rhapsody on the merits of the video medium for 
product launch, written communications will be needed to support trade and media references, and for 
web site content. 

 3. Meticulously Documented Case Studies 
 
Case studies abound to support all manner of capital IT outlays, and the carrier services sector is even 
more dependent on credibly documented instances of new services. The product management media 
coordinator should mesh the case studies with the video narrative / blog episodic structure, providing a 
cohesive message across media palettes.  

 4. France Telecom Industry Educational Council - Does FT wish to foster XML services mind share? 
 
The model of ‘Centers of Excellence’, has probably been overdone a bit of late, but in contemporary 
cases the model fits perfectly. This is an opportunity to educate the client and partner constituency 
regarding edge services integration, impact of the standards, and the transition to a network model that 
manages state. Here are some rationalizations for taking the educational approach, and addressing the 
complex issues of getting partners onboard:  
 

 i. CLOB vendors are pressed to integrate OAG and CEFACT, yet there remains an unsettled sentiment 
regarding cooperative implementation between peers and subordinates. This seems to portend a rough 
time in realizing the ideal goal of the initiative, i.e., to have a public yet secure exchange of business 
objects carried over low-cost IP routes. The technical committee chairs still press ahead (Oracle, SAP).  
 
For example: Subordinate solutions vendors simply do not have the economic power to 1) Implement OAG 
by brute force by hiring human expertise, buying competitors, etc., or 2) Have the time to properly educate 
their engineers and architects regarding the advantages of XML, OAG, and carrier enhanced services. 
 

 ii. FT needs these vendors; they are the conduit between the carrier, the standards, and the money. Today, 
most subordinate vendors are looking on OAG somewhat helplessly, and this signals an opportunity for FT 
to influence the process through education, and creates a place to discuss fundamental XML handling and 
CCM states within the network Fabrique. 
 

 iii. The educational model is an excellent gestalt to foster partnerships via invitational lectures, laboratory 
sessions, and also to learn from others on far reaching subjects (while trading for influence with future 
clients).  

                                                        
81 http://bizcast.typepad.com/clients/2006/05/vlogs_gone_wild.html 
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 iv. Seducing future subscribers (Applications, DSM, RSN) within the thrall of the VAN’s will require an 
educational forum serving those wishing to learn of new enablement methodologies based on XML and 
carrier enhancements. Without the gravitas of an august world carrier, all future conversation grounds on 
the shoals of the VAN’s political dominance. 
 
The standards bodies are an ideal forum for just such open discussion of the XML agenda; yet as the 
author witnessed at OAG Redwood City, open discussion is oftentimes squelched, as any mention of XML 
solutions or services’ encroaching on the VAN Hegemony is deemed unseemly82.  
 
France Telecom should surely lead the industry by instituting a world-class professional education 
organization, on-line and earthly, with the mission of ‘telling the story’,  showcasing tools, and projecting a 
vision of the future that will counter entrenched competitive forces that have dominated far too long.  
 

 5. International telecommunications working group and treaty relations 
 
ITU and CCITT need initiatives for migrating SOA services and security to carrier networks. France 
Telecom surely has board representation at the global treaty level. 

 6. Trade Organization Industry Events - Regional Chapter Meetings, Keynotes 
 
Standard Fare which will take on increased importance when the time comes to demonstrate and project 
the deliverables. 
 

 7. ‘Industry Development Services’ for smaller partners and trade organizations 
 
Integral to the education organization. Introduces low cost assistance to small businesses and innovators 
that wish to partake of the XML network revolution. A combination of education, on-site consulting for 
‘jump starts’, and possible development grants for outstanding participants. 

 8. Trade Press Coverage 
 
Common fare, making additional use of social media as well as stock press and analyst coverage. The 
author would like to encourage a trend in the industry to eschew paid research, except as internal 
advisory services.   

 9. Positioning: ‘Clash of Industry Cultures’.   
 
The lesson of Intuit cannot be glossed over - successful products, especially complex products 
competing against the establishment, require a foil with which to define themselves.  The transmutation 
of an industry dominated by EDI and associated data carriage providers will require stark messages 
order to create differentiation between the cultures. 
 
The issues become too dry once beyond the passion of the grand vision. OAG’s  
David Connelly stated at the Redwood City meeting that, “These can be emotional and political  
issues that affect the business of very large entities and the established order”. If the standards become 
established and widely implemented by tool smiths and carriers, this could be the chapter prefacing a 
significant reduction of the VAN’s dominance. RouteOne’s ongoing experiment exemplifies that 
alternatives to ADP and Reynolds can survive in the F&I sector. Therefore we conclude that the virtue of 
loyalty is hardly keeping automotive retailers wed to their E2E providers. 
 
Although engineering a clash of cultures for the purpose of differentiation seems obtuse, the technique is 
well known and dovetails with the creation of narrative, documentary, and the formation of an office of 
'Assassins' under product management. 
 
“....this is them, the way it was, this is us, the way it shall be....” 
 

 D. Industry Agreements and Targets of Strategic Acquisition 
 

                                                        
82 Because ADP and other VANs are sustaining members of OAG 
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The present report would not be complete without general coverage of industry partnerships, and 
potential targets of acquisition to gain domain expertise.83 The following are anecdotal summaries; further 
action would require in-depth due diligence. 
 
If not for the ominous AT&T Sterling Merger, (presaging the inauguration of this project), perhaps 
partnerships could be discounted. However, the data exchange industry is shifting underfoot, much faster 
than the author ever imagined, and consolidation is rapidly changing the competitive landscape. 
 
Potential Domain Expertise: 

 1. Compuware Covisint  
 
Covisint is the most innovative division of a shrewd software and services company (Compuware), 
having been stolen for 7 million after the OEM’s sank an estimated 500 million into the venture before 
charging the loss to P&L. Compuware is on a buying spree, and is skilled at turning around its 
acquisitions to the good.84 Covisint’s gross revenue of 1.2 billion USD nets 143 million as of the closing 
’06 operations quarter. So, as we see, this is not an impossibly large entity, with approximate head count 
of 7,500. 
 
The management of Covisint participated in this analysis, and understands that a substantive alliance 
with a world telecom carrier is one likely strategic route to breaking the emerging markets of China and 
India. Covisint is already a master aggregator of telecom, hosted services, and EDI peer arrangements, 
so the company is no virgin when dealing with partnerships.  
 
The AT&T Sterling deal shocked, but did not surprise, Compuware Covisint management; they now know 
that major telecom’s will be buying VANS and offering B2B commerce services, and that it is time to 
recognize a new world order. Novus Ordos Seclorum. 
 
The condensed knowledge comprising Covisint’s offerings are impressive; they are thought leaders in 
advanced networking, outside the firewall trading partner integration, and demand format translations 
using OAG IFR85.  An Appropriate partnership or acquisition puts FT 3 years ahead of a cold start - which 
may be needed in light of the AT&T Sterling gambit. 

 2. Vordel and Reactivity 
 
Two XML hardware vendors, covered elsewhere in analysis and interviews that exemplify narrow 
applicability and a lack of cohesive focus typical of the XML hardware vendor cohort.  This is not to 
denigrate the accomplishments of these innovative small enterprises. Vordel and Reactivity each have 
WS and XML domain expertise that far exceeds the best enterprise SOA wranglers.  
 
We are studying extremely small companies of 30-60 employees that are severely undercapitalized, and 
probably in a tenuous and vulnerable situation one year hence if no miracles occur.  It is doubtful that 
these types of entities could deliver in volume to a world class carrier without a direct placement of equity 
or large advanced purchase order prepayment. 
 
Of course, as the IBM purchase of DataPower has illustrated, the true value of these partnerships is 
human and intellectual capital; XML hardware design itself is a transient milepost in an unstable and 
insubstantial industry worth less than 300 million in gross sales, with all players in. 

  
Each of the candidates in question has its specialties: 

 i. Vordel has distinguished itself in provisioning mobile carrier gateway traffic management via its relationship 
with Ericsson. They also have a successful deployment in the automotive industry with Mazda. Vordel’s 
CTO, Mark O’Neill, is an EDI expert, making him a very valuable ally in any venture straddling the EDI - 
XML chasm. 

 ii. Reactivity 
 
Reactivity is in process with Cisco to consummate an OEM agreement. While this drama undergoes its 

                                                        
83See industry interviews section VIII 
84http://www.compuware.com/corporate/hidden/1457_ENG_HTML.htm 
85Intermediate Format of Record, the OAGis BOD 
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gyre, Reactivity is also working with ITE, a GM division for new and remanufactured engines and power 
train components for the heavy equipment sector. The entire drama is reminiscent of DataPower 
RouteOne, Vordel Mazda, etc. In sum, these are narrow, fussy implementations that are hard pressed to 
show any great advantage over software SOA - other than to those submerged in the enumerated projects. 
If the converse were true, this sector would be instantly transformed and sales would quadruple. 
 
Reactivity’s CTO, Brian Roddy, is one of the preeminent domain experts in XML Web Services and CLOB 
edge interfacing. Reactivity has forged numerous relationships with partners who are specialists in such 
connectorware. The company is on track to make its product server generic, and currently runs on 
standard ‘nix hardware without kernel optimizations. 
 
In sum, Reactivity and its 50 odd employees are a resource as domain knowledge and network 
engineering. 

 iii. Seeburger - Boomi 
 
Both are private companies, but Seeburger may be in the 500-750 million category. Boomi is tiny, with 30 
employees. They have similar hub enabling, transformation, and process orchestration, but the Seeburger 
solution is in a different class.  
 
Boomi is a mid market enabler, and provides a very innovative, zero-code modeler for non-programmers. 
EDI’s two glaring deficiencies are 1) fixed routes, 2) Lack of State. Although Seeburger and Boomi do not 
standardize state models for EDI hubs, such conventions can become de facto standards. In a market 
where EDI is 95% of traffic, that is tantamount to a countervailing force in opposition to XML solutions.  
 
As a Realist Hub for B2B serving mid market automotive suppliers and retail channels, Seeburger draws a 
direct line to revenue through partnership, OEM private label, or joint venture.  
 
Boomi is another matter, but the tiny size of the company and the innovation demonstrated so far makes 
the human and intellectual property assets intriguing; the design time technology is invaluable for a 
carrier’s professional services proffer to the small and medium suppliers of the emerging markets in India 
and China.   
 

 iv. Gefeg AG 
 
Another small company of less then 15 employees, Gefeg has managed to distinguish itself in the design 
time environment for EDI and the OAG XML BOD. Gefeg has forged deep relationships with the AIAG, 
Odette, and JAMA, often meriting mention alongside named standards initiatives - this is an unheard of 
coup among small tool smiths. 
 
Gefeg’s Sylvia Webb is one of the industry’s top experts in data exchange, EDI, EDIINT, OAGis, CCM, and 
Rosettanet RNIF and PIP. Without Ms. Webb’s participation , this report would be incomplete. Gefeg 
should be considered top of the list as an important partnership for professional services and potential 
OEM relationship or acquisition.  
 
Sylvia Webb also has proffered bold comments on the role of carrier XML services that are sprinkled 
throughout this report. While other OAG conference attendees were shy to give opinions that may be 
construed as detrimental in the long-term to the VANs, Sylvia showed no inclination to hold back.    
 

VII. Pre-Market Analysis - Identifying Broad Players 
 
The market for delivering business-to-business (B2B) integration capabilities as hosted services rather than 
software is significant and growing. Value-added networks (VANs), have evolved towards this integration of 
services, expanding from basic interconnection to include end-to-end solutions. The range of solution providers is 
staggering: 
 

  Electronic data interchange (EDI) VANs — for example, GXS and AT&T Sterling Commerce 

  EDI over Internet (EDIINT) VANs — for example, Hubspan and Internet Commerce Corp. (ICC) 
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  Industry-specific vendors such as E2open 

  Specialists —Grand Central Communications; Founded by Super Entrepreneur Halsey Minor, of CNET, 
Vignette, and Snap online fame, this super integration venture is Now Defunct. So, as you see, there is risk 
in this business, even for the well-heeled. 
 
These kinds of solution providers have been labeled VANs, Web services networks, transaction delivery 
networks, business process networks, business integration networks, integration service providers and so 
on. 
 

 A. Clarifying the Role of Service Providers 
 
Confusion abounds in the supply chain and B2B integration market. Clarifying the positioning of vendors 
offering ‘integration as a service’ requires a back-to-basics approach. The author defines an integration 
service provider as one who hosts integration services within the network infrastructure, data center, or 
collocation facility, combining some or all of the following service categories: 

 1. Communication 
 
Communication services provide reliable EDI message transport and transaction delivery between trading 
partner’s CLOB systems. B2B interactions between trading partners were often mailbox-style, polled 
architectures. These batch-oriented systems were slaved to back-end event state models, as opposed to 
today’s services invocation model.  
 
The long awaited uptake in Web Services adoption, finally a reality in 2006, is driving the service 
offerings of these providers, as their client constituencies start down the long road to SOA. See the 
author’s narrative on Covisint - a WSDL booster. 
 
 

  2. Trading-Partner Enablement 
 
Trading-partner services encompass connections, federated identity, and tools for testing network 
connections. Provisioning may be accomplished by service providers.  
 
Some vendors have implemented self-provisioning capabilities86 that enable trading partners to provision 
connection parameters, i.e., communication protocol, security, and transformations. Again, see Covisint. 

 3. Integration 
 
Today, integration refers to broker objects tying together partner systems, either at the trading partner 
(ESB Agent style) data center, or in the near future, as a carrier Service Data Object. Integration typically 
is delivered as agent componentry connecting to a service provider’s data center. B2B integration 
services are increasingly being discussed as data center implementations at the carrier level87. 

 4. Applications 
 
Applications span archival services for auditing, non repudiation, and featured applications, such as 
commerce hubs. Some carriers are just starting to offer application-server-hosting solutions (Websphere, 
others). Management services are sometimes provided by the application service provider in conjunction 
with some integration capabilities. 
 
Integration in conjunction with hosted application services may be optional (or simply unavailable), yet 
service providers must offer baseline capabilities for network services and trading-partner enrollment. 
Operating a B2B integration service means the carrier must provide an efficient provisioning process for 
new trading-partners, and reliable message delivery to those partners.  
 
Providers such as the now defunct Grand Central88, emphasized services integration; a repertoire of 
general B2B integration functionality that included trading-partner management, communications, 

                                                        
86See previous chapters on SDO self migrating objects and interview with reactivity’s B. Roddy 
87 Cape Clear is spending large on this idea of hosted ESB services, with particular configurations for telecoms.  
88Covisint almost died, Grand Central went belly up, makes one think. 
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document translation and business process management. Integration services enable enterprises to 
outsource complex B2B application integration projects, rather than licensing and managing a B2B 
trading hub. This looks like Covisint, or the author’s suggestion of an FT hosted Seeburger or Boomi. 
 
There seems to be two market segments: integration providers and application providers. Most vendors 
offer some of both, focusing on their core competencies. Grand Central’s value proposition (before 
collapsing), was to focus on integration, web services choreography, business process, and design rules. 
This seems familiar to the proposed services offering introduced within this monograph. 
 
Trading partners sometimes implement composite applications in a B2B context. An application, like 
Salesforce.com, is a hosted CRM application, with moderate support for application integration89.  

 B. A New Market Segment Is Formed 
 
Emerging application services will drive the business delivery processes into fusion. (See “services mesh” 
chapter). VANs have traditionally handled messages without reliable network delivery90. Today, VANs are 
providing support for isosynchronous trading-partner interactions91. Industry-specific applications are 
increasingly a part of the offering. For example, Sterling Commerce, GXS and other service providers have 
introduced 1Synch.net support92 to complement integration services. These data synchronization network 
services are retail industry bread and butter IT services. Successfully implementing 1Synch.net (or other 
network service agents) requires a hybrid combination of services and applications that include: 

 1. Basic B2B integration 
 
Rather than slowly becoming irrelevant by offering only basic B2B capabilities, service providers are 
expanding their service portfolios to include industry-specific processes and applications. This increases 
value to trading communities. 

 2. Domain-specific documents and process definition (such as to transfer product information) 
 
Service providers for manufacturing, supply, retail, and logistics, deliver as hybrids combining integration 
and applications. A predicted 40 percent of new integration service provider revenue will derive from a 
combination of B2B integration and application hosting services, an increase from less than 20% percent 
in early 2005. 

 3. Applications 
 
Integration and application providers converging portfolios to form a new market segment called, 
“business process networks” offering domain expertise within vertical markets. (AT&T Sterling). 
 
Many of these new-age networks will emphasize integration, applications or both. Fundamental B2B 
integration services will always garner the greatest share of services revenue, even if the goal is to 
implement complex, vertical applications. Infallible B2B integration will be an essential foundation for 
carriers offering this fusion of functions over the wire. 
 
In essence, fractional solutions that do not deliver ‘holistic’ services are disadvantaged in comparison to 
the commerce application hosting competitors. With so many choices being offered in the network 
interconnection space, and with server and WAN services becoming commodities, businesses without a 
sunken investment can select from a wide array of B2B services.  
 
Supplier enablement and the delivery of OEM to retail business services are becoming mired in a very 
complex and uncertain landscape. 
 
 

 C. Integration Service Providers 

                                                        
89Salesforce now partners with Cast-Iron Systems, a notorious integration appliance vendor mentioned in the author’s enclosed writings 
90 Most VANs place delivery and audit at the ends of the network, in the applications, or run services as terminal applications 
91 A type of asynchronous connection model that is not, by definition, reliable, but allows disconnection, and re-delivery of messages in 
sequence. 
92 GS1’s catalog and database synchronization service that is essential to retail applications that have high national pricing visibility. Although 
data synchronization is important to supply and auto retail, the catalog is not as extensive, and pricing changes are not so visible as in retail. 
See RouteOne Gruber interview. 
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 1. Advanced Data Exchange — ADX Network 

 2. AT&T — AT&T Web Service Connect 

 3. BT Group — EDI*Net and Web Services Management Layer 

 4. Burns eCommerce Solutions — Business Exchange (beX) 

 5. CommerceQuest — enableNet Managed Service 

 6. Descartes — Logistics Connectivity 

 7. DIcentral — Total B2B Data Integration 

 8. E2open — E2open Integration Platform 

 9. EasyLink — EDI solutions 

 10. EDS — EDS Electronic Information Transfer (EDS*ELIT) 

 11. EXTOL International — EXTOL Portal 

 12. Grand Central — Business Services Network - failed. <;( 

 13. GXS — GXS Interchange Services, EDI*Express Service and Tradanet Service 

 14. Hubspan — Hubspan Service 

 15. ICC — ICC.NET 

 16. IBM — EDI Services and Business Exchange Services 

 17. Inovis — inovis:Access 

 18. Microsoft — Microsoft Business Network 

 19. Mincom — Mincom Axis 

 20. QRS — QRS Exchange 

 21. Railinc — NextPath 

 22. Softshare — Softshare Network 

 23. SPS Commerce — VAN Services 

 24. Sterling Commerce — Sterling Information Broker now AT&T with Comergent Systems (gigantic) 

 25. Viacore — Business Tone - Now IBM 
 

VIII. Industry Interviews Distillation 

 A. Covisint - Scott Molitor Director of Marketing - 11/21/2006 
 
Covisint’s turnaround from sunken 400 million and spin off from big three to Compuware. 
 
Sees AT&T Sterling buyout as a seminal industry event. IBM purchase of Viacore, the previous band of 
‘Business Tone Services’ (nee XML dial tone), as a potentially industry disrupting partnership. Who is next? 
Verizon, SBC, and BT have all made overtures or have already bought B2B enabling business or VANS. 
 
Although VANs are seen as expensive and monopolistic, VAN traffic is growing at a rate of 25% or greater 
per year. KC rates are falling, and many VANs are consolidating with B2B enablement vendors - whatever 
you want to call them, hubs, e-procurement, catalogs, etc. 
 
Covisint has invested heavily in the infrastructure of providing a flex mesh for SOA and EDI gateway 
services - a custom, yet standards compliant system of data centers and virtualized hardware system and 
network services that allow universal data interchange across all CLOB and Commerce platforms, that’s 
what they do. 
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If Covisint had a free ride to partner with a world telecom, they would do so in the blink of an eye to 
enable an XML-SOA mesh that would provide offsetting competition to the uptake and consolidation of 
VANs by major telecoms. 
 
There is an inherent risk: XML Data standards are more than five years in the mix, and system such as 
Rosettanet are even older. The adoption curve has been slow, although trade organizations see the upside 
as very great....still we wait. 
 
The total amount of trade using XML standards is less than one percent of total EDI VAN traffic. This is why 
Covisint gateways to competitive networks, and performs transparent on-the-net transformation. Covisint 
has survived intact - Compuware is a mainframe savvy parent that can add value to infinity - what are they 
missing? A telecom parent/partner. 
 
Next big markets are Far East, China, India, Asia PAC. these ,markets are just getting IP wired networks 
and wide area high speed wireless to far flung industrial districts, now is time to commerce enable the 
supply, medical, Gov., and general B2B chains. 
 
Covisint knows and admits it needs a France telecom or BT to make it there and enable the network using 
their hard-won knowledge of interfacing to the CLOB ERP edges, partnering with VANS, data 
transformations, and layered network services. France telecom could use a partner or acquisition target 
like Compuware Covisint to provide that missing concentrated knowledge that would take too long to 
culture - with all of the consolidation in the market (ATT-IBM), to dally about with PureXML experiments and 
relying on the XML standards bodies to deliver workmanlike tools that will, someday, be baked into the 
CLOB and applications layer, may be too long. 
 
The end result could be that the VAN / telecom partnership will bring an economy of scale to EDI and B2B 
systems that the OAG vision will never be able to catch up to - the utopian dream is too slow in adoption, 
but could be a contender if the right partners provide capital in the form of intellectual agility and skills 
honed through hard won experience (Covisint), and a world encompassing communications infrastructure 
with deep pockets (FT). This is an awe-inspiring potential partnership.. 
 
 

 B. Vordel 
 
Mark O’Neill Is CTO of Vordel, an Irish XML box vendor of 30 employees. The company is doing well with 
EU insurers and mobile carriers. Of course, by well we are taking the measure of an industry of less than 
300 million a year. This begs the questions as to whether a worldwide roll out of services could even be 
accommodated by such small companies. 
 
Mr. O’Neill gave his opinions on network services for XML enhancement - particularly the automotive EDI to 
XML dynamic. After an extensive conversation covering web services partitioning, XML, EDI, etc., I was left 
unconvinced that SOA services level monitoring is likely to aid the marketing of a ‘PureXML’ VAN at value. 
Mr. O’Neill was very honest and the fist to admit that selling XML enhancements on security, performance, 
transformation, etc., is unlikely to influence the ‘last mile’ of the VAN entrenched market serving automotive 
macro business. 
 
If any opinion has resulted from this survey of the vendors self-described positives, it is that in certain 
narrow SOA design cases, particular hardware can make an effective monitoring and services partitioning 
layer. Vordel hardware can meter and enhance policy on a per SOAP end-point basis, with identities 
enforced. This is sort of a lightweight Amberpoint, and Mr. O’Neill agreed they were a competitor with more 
functions for enforcing XML policy, while Vordel is simpler. 
 
If metering is all that Vordel can offer, we are in the wrong place and industry - as VANs have made their 
niche in metering EDI traffic - this is precisely the path that led to strident outpourings of support for industry 
open standards via OAG and UN/CEFACT. 
 
With Mr. O’Neill answering questions as an EDI expert and CTO of a known XML Accelerator product, one 
would expect that there would be a rationale that dovetails well with the proposed targeted services 
offering - however the very honest assessment of Mr. O’Neill and myself was that, no, there is not a 
‘natural fit’, and furthermore, any talk of XML routing at the document level is as far away as the first 
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worldwide deployments yet to come from some major carrier. Such topologies will need CLOB off ramps 
for OEM’s, special market accommodations, partnerships at the application level, etc. In short, all of what 
makes a VAN work, will need to be duplicated at the XML ring level. 
 
The role of a Vordel, at the very end of the XML hardware survey? Specific engineering requirements for 
the carrier - only such ‘must haves’ will drive the actual needs of the product. To the end-user constituency, 
it is hardly an afterthought. 
 
We both came to the conclusion that pitching of enhanced transforms, security, monitoring, is an 
application specific requirement, and that we expect such attributes to be inherent in our server based SOA 
anyhow - that’s an honest CTO. 
 
If there is any opportunity at all for the carrier, it may be in providing support for trust and state 
considerations in the emerging standards. This is a conceptual work in progress that will need the 
cooperation of applications providers and OEM’s - if the OAG BOD starts to make inroads into the EDI mind 
share , such a model will start to look possible as an alternative to horizontal and vertical VANS. 
 
On the other hand, OAG and other XML standards may never get traction if some type of ‘encompassing 
enabling entity (telecom)’, does not indeed bless the model. Vordel, like Reactivity, is probably useful for its 
intellectual capital, domain expertise, and human resources - but as another ‘generic platform box’ running 
clever, fussy, SOA partitioning layers, FT can only view them as an acquisition target and not a solution, 
except in specific professional services deployments where any type of XML device will do as an 
XSL/XPATH/SSL accelerator. 
 
 

 C. Vordel Emendations from O’Neill 
 
Managing XML Data on Global Network for the Automotive Industry 
 
Learning from the EDI Value-added Network 
 
Vordel recommends that a global XML network for the automotive industry should build on the features of 
EDI Value-added Network (VANs). Vordel's products are used by customers in the automotive area, such 
as Mazda, to manage the link between production and dealers. 
 
1)  Reporting on XML traffic usage 
 
XML traffic management includes the generating reports, such as the following which are generated by 
Vordel's "Vordel Reporter" module. This module provides business intelligence (BI) information on the 
usage of XML Web Services, as well as information on response times.  
 
Vordel provides authentication and role-based authorization, which means that reports can be based on 
the identity of service users, and based on their attributes (e.g. different customer levels). 
 
Vordel's reports are HTML-based, not using Flash or Java applets, which makes them suitable for the 
widest variety of clients [including mobile clients such as smart phones]. 
 
2) Service usage control, based on customer profile 
 
Vordel has a significant customer base in the telecoms area, including Ericsson, who provide Vordel's 
products as part of a full-service mobile telecoms platform to mobile operators. Vordel provides per-client 
usage throttling, based on the service usage which the client has paid for. For example, a client may have 
paid for 1000 service uses per 24-hour period, and Vordel's products enforce this by limiting access to this 
level. 
 
3) Usage-based licensing 
 
Vordel offers usage-based licensing to its customers. This means that customers buy "message packs" 
and therefore pay for extra usage as their XML traffic scales. This option is implemented through a 
message counting and notification system. The option of usage-based pricing is an alternative to the per-
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appliance or per-application pricing options (which Vordel also provides). 
 
4) Message tracking across transactions 
 
Vordel tracks messages using WS-Addressing or, in the case of non-SOAP messages, custom headers. 
This allows messages to be tracked across Web Services, so that latency can be detected on a root-cause 
basis. If one particular service is slowing the system as a whole down, this is detected.  
 
5) Option of software and appliances 
 
Vordel offers software and appliance based XML Gateways. For some customers, including customers 
running large-scale virtualized environments, software is the best option. For example, Fortis (large Dutch 
bank) uses Vordel's XML Gateway in a virtualized environment where extra instances can be brought 
online quickly and easily. For other customers, appliances are more suitable, and therefore Vordel provides 
an XML Gateway appliance that includes hardware acceleration of cryptography. Vordel has also worked 
with Intel (an investor in Vordel) in order to find and address the bottlenecks in XML processing, and 
introduced optimizations that are present in both its software and hardware products. 

 D. Steve Sprague, VP NA Sales, Seeburger 
 
Seeburger Software is a B2B hub vendor with deep ties to the automotive OEM sector. The product covers 
design time and runtime features, and can be viewed in a number ways, i.e., as a end services delivery 
platform, or as a master transformation and interface platform. 
 
Here are Steve Sprague’s very thought provoking answers to the author’s questionnaire: 

 1. Q: Does the entire question reduce to the issue of VAN elimination through a combination of 
standards and really great hosted solutions, regardless of XML- EDI, and what is or what is not in the 
network??  
 
A: VANs are increasing their business exponentially. True, the average KC rate for transactional data is 
decreasing; however, total traffic is ever increasing. This will continue to happen as more and more 
companies expand the benefits of e- business through multiple tiers of their supply chain. I don’t the 
elimination of the VAN just a different global focus. You are seeing AT&T work to acquire more 
applications and services to operate on the Sterling Commerce Value Added Network. They just acquired 
Comergent the other day. GXS is primarily working on data hubs and global data pools. Covisint is 
focused in European enablement of GM suppliers.  
 
There are plenty of opportunities to sell integration as a service or partner enablement as a service, 
especially if you can do that on a global nature. As everyone moves from Lean to Demand Driven Supply 
Chains – it is the collaboration amongst all partners that is necessary. Additionally, SAP and other ERP 
vendors are looking to build global Industry Value Networks where by they can reduce the cost of 
collaboration for their clients and offer inter-organization supply chain exception management & 
analytics. You have to sell at a different level than the VANs but there is a growing market to do so with 
the right approach. 

 2. Q: Is this all about the entire sector hinging on the small and medium sized enterprise - right down to 
one man shops? (I think it is. The big boys already have SAP, a cozy relationship with VANS, and they 
have their data networking in place. If there is any growth opportunity, it is with the smaller players by 
spoke connection. They have been left out or forced to pay for VANS as part of their DMS, FI, or SMS 
(service and warranty). 
 
A: We are seeing organizations of all sizes focused on the SMB enablement – this is the cost intensive 
area of the supply chain.   Additionally, many of the outsourcing countries don’t have the systems in 
place that are required for the enablement we are used to in NA and EMEA. Having a solution that can 
enable all parties in every country (China, Russia, India, and Latin America) on the supplier side and 
even the smallest dealer on the DMS side in the states would have a compelling story.. On the supply 
side – SupplyOn is upwards of 4500 small suppliers for BMW, Continental, ZF Industries, etc.… There 
should be a similar opportunity with the Asian automotive globally as well. 

 3. Q: Is the entire issue of a XML “Layer Seven Network” a red herring? I have never seen a good 
justification, let alone working example of routing at the XL element level. The only thing I have seen is a 
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few very few small scale examples (RouteOne), where the deployment was a labor and resources 
intensive as a standard SOA deployment. 
 
A: The data format (flat file, XML, EDI) is only an issue based on presentation – it is just as easy to route a 
flat file theoretically on elements as XML --- an XML based network doesn’t solve anything unless it is 
designed to solve a specific business goal. 

 4. Q: How far down the services chain does FT have to go? Must we take over as a VAN at value? Make 
partnerships with DMS systems providers, and all the other equivalent automotive verticals (supply chain, 
etc.) 
 
A: Depends on the whole goal – if you want the Dealer environment – ADP and ReyRey own 85% of that 
North American market. ADP is positioning to offer payroll solutions combined with small ERP capabilities 
to SME. The partnership key that has not been exploited by the VANs is the ERP relationships – think 
about going to SAP to supply a Industry Value Network – they are going to own the big fish – if they can 
move some of their applications onto the network with our integration solutions that is even more value to 
their large accounts and puts FT in a position to push through – look at cc-hubwoo – they really just 
provide a supplier enablement solution and build marketplaces. FT should be able to dominate a cc-
hubwoo in these environments globally. 

 5. Q: In addition to the really appropriate and right sized connection models offered by a Seeburger type 
company/solution - do you think that the architecture can be evolved to even deliver all of the functions of 
certain endpoint industry applications for the SME? Can Seeburger give us the ability to provision a Web 
based DMS solution - is this far fetched? Other industries with Automotive vertical? Can Seeburger also 
be an application (Web based) delivery platform as well as a hub?  
 
A: This is not far fetched – think about what the end point really is – it is either the Delivery Forecast, JIT 
Update, ASN, ERs/Credit Advice/Invoice, etc.… or that whole run is PO based. As long as you can 
visualize the transaction and exchange that transaction you can build that end point functionality. Is 
SEEBURGER going to build DMS solutions – no – our business is global supplier enablement. We do 
what we do well and want to stay in that business. 

 6. If FT is going to compete as another EDI Van with point to point services and XML lip service = not 
worth the bother - true or false? This type of service will not reach the SME or pry away via value the VAN 
customers. 
 
 A: Agreed but if you do it correctly there is a huge market – focus on global enablement – most VANs 
can’t provide that reach, focus on working with ERP vendors, focus on SME enablement through concrete 
web applications, and focus on the right partnerships, focus on BPM and RFID networking – added value. 
 
 

 7. Granularity of Services 
 
Q: Does Seeburger has the required service granularity to provision a wide range of Automotive data 
exchange and commerce services to the SME? Can you see a telecom doing this?  
 
A: Over 10000 SME utilize our Web Base EDI solutions – see the attached PPT as an example of the 
application we have used for this. We definitely have the granularity – as for the Telecom – AT&T is 
attempting to do this. 
 

 8. Q: Does this type of muscular worldwide hosted vision fit Seeburger’s vision, or step on its licensing 
model? Does it matter if FT unbrands the services from Seeburger?  
 
A: We are willing to partner as long as it is a good business model. I am activity looking for a Telecom 
partner for this type of relationship. Openly having these types of conversations with Verizon as well. We 
will go after this model. We are fine with a Private Label relationship. 

 9. Q:  Bottom line, the XML issues, except as enabling industry goals of migrating from private EDI 
networks, is NOT the issue - providing services to the SME is. ??  
 
A: Agreed – services of enablement is the key, not the change in data format. 
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 E. Boomi 
 
Spoke with Boomi Software’s Sales VP, Robert Lewis on 11/02/2006 
 
Boomi is a very small B2B hub vendor that does not play up XML per se, but does have EDI and AS2 
functionality – they are distinguished in the Industrial manufacturing and Health care fields, both of which 
are XML bound. 
 
They are not an especially marketing heavy organization but have considerable partnerships with VARs 
and Professional services companies. They would be hot for an FT relationship. 
 
Boomi software is an on/off ramp that allows zero client footprint, and /or a semi-c/s based configuration for 
medium sized businesses. They make it their business to work well with adapting SAP -or any CRM ERP 
system, (they support over 50 interfaces) to a single Browser session, all the way through a complete 
commerce portal. 
 
They are 35 employees, small, innovative, and I plan on making them a study – although strictly speaking 
they are not part of the core research of the FT XML project – without companies like Boomi and 
Seeburger, such a worldwide commerce network would never solidify. The end-users and partners in trade 
need a Small and midsize impedance adapter for commerce enablement. 

 F. STAR Standards Conference call:  
 
Ghezal Khalili executive director Rod Merill Chair of Membership 10/31/2006 
 
STAR - Standards for Automotive Retail, is an XML evangelist organization nonprofit , that has adopted 
and extended the OAGi business oriented documents for Automotive Dealerships and their extended 
suppliers, services, and OEM’s. STAR honed the OAGi BOD’s, due to the fact that OAGi enforcement of URI 
name spaces became a slow and painful process; as we all know, the retail sector cannot abide the 
molasses pace of OEM anchored standards work. 
 
At any rate, STAR registers its XML schemas with OAGi and has agreements with AIAG, so the organization 
is fully meshed and accepted within the XML automotive constituency. They almost, but not quite, freely 
admit that they are offering the seeds of a competitive alternative, in a technology agnostic, data standards 
only path, from the costly and influential Service networks, like R&R and ADP. We could hear the hedging 
and, one might way, fear in the voice of the Chairperson , whose day job is as an executive at a dealer 
management solutions provider. 
 
This gent was quite candid, in that he disclosed his dependence on VANS and RSP/DSP sector; however 
his active participation in a XML body bodes well for the future of open, network based XML and exchange 
services provided by a telecom. 
 
He said as much in the call, although originally stating that STAR is a pure data standards organization., he 
and the exec. director were specific In stating that an offering of data center and perhaps worldwide routing 
services for XML open BOD’s, through enhanced networks and commerce hubs, is the future and could 
displace some of the VANS considerable revenues, a fraction of which amounts to billions. 
 
Such has been well proved by RouteOne, which as a partnership between OEMs and Banks, aggregates 
XML STAR standards and uses XML SOA equipment to provide what amounts to a small, but open to all, 
revenue percentage based VAN spanning the entire dealer stack. Although small, yes, they have stolen 
some of the thunder from the big boys, which proves the case in point as to what XML can do, by enabling 
much lower costs of entry for the smaller and medium folks who have not a prayer of entry with R&R/ADP, 
etc. 
 
Now what remains? For a major telecom to make the mesh ubiquitous and enable them all by providing 
XML enhanced data center and network spanning services and B2B hubs, at a far lower price point than 
the VANS could ever hope for. 
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G. J. Register of the AAIA and a consultant for the after-market industry, a software engineer and 
infrastructure expert that knows the standards bodies well. 
 
OAG is name space crazy, making it difficult for some to implement BODs. So, other groups, like STAR are 
flattening the data model with simpler schemas so STAR and Dealer Groups are off the OAG track although 
they register the BODs. 
 
Big players? AFINIA Delphi (when out of bankruptcy) Federal. All use SAP BAAN. 
 
Mr. Register says, the automotive industry is slow in uptake, but that the push to XML is inevitable, so push 
it. Services and infrastructure providers that push it hard will own the space. Followers will be also-rans. 
(this man is an advocate). 
 
“…The idea of outsourced XML expertise, partitioning and telecom style coloc/network configuration is a 
new and exciting sector that might seduce even the VANS and end-to-end providers like R&R those that 
have the most to lose from the adoption of XML, could be turned into allies by enabling them with an FT 
XML data transmission infrastructure…” 
 
AAIA as a standards body far exceeds the agility of AIAG and it’s OEM’s, all who are hampered by a lock-in 
by the EDI VANS that have held the entire industry hostage. The ‘uncivil war for XML liberation’ from the 
VANS will be proven in the after-market, an industry with data center requirements and XML architectures 
rivaling the OEM automotive industry. 
 
The only other industry at this time, as advanced, is the Insurance Industry, with the ACORD standard 
widely adopted and XML/Web services firmly established in synch with the maturation of SOA tools. 

 H. Spoke with RouteOne CIO Joel Gruber  
 
Mr. Gruber Spearheaded the partnership between the various OEM stakeholders that make up RouteOne. 
Mr. Gruber has many strategic concerns with managing information, one of which is XML data carriage , 
and RouteOne was a very early, pre-IBM acquisition adopter of DataPower acceleration hardware. 
 
Being a Websphere shop, yet early out of the gate, they have yet to implement the advanced features and 
updates that have come since the merger, such as WS-REl, etc., this is indicative of an intense aversion to 
any disruption within these organizations. FT should therefore take note. 
 
The most important revelation in this short call was the attribute of getting their EDS data centers to 
validate, verify, and accept, as well as understand, their new data power equipment - an oddity at the time, 
and probably still a strange bird in the well settled world of Data centers. 
 
When asked therefore if XML specialties would play a role in future data center offerings, he was surprised 
to hear that a major telecom was considering it, but yes, these ready to deploy services would be attractive 
to a value added service provider like RouteOne. He is also interested in end-to-end transactional 
replication that is a feature of two disciplines – SuperPlatforms and Data Synchronizing VANs 
(1Synch.net).  
 
Conversation with TN Subramaniam, the data systems architect for Rt One. 11/02/2006 
 
TN Subrumaniam is an enterprise architect and an expert on XML coprocessing ; he is probably one of the 
few people in the IT industry that has ‘cooked off’ XML hardware in real conditions . TN has opinions on 
enterprise architecture that are at variance with the author’s positions, and other opinions that mesh fairly 
well. In some cases the issues are related to timing and perception. First opinions: 
 
TN at first took the position that RouteOne’s strategic goal is not to compete with the specialty service 
providers, but rather to offer an alternative to the closed networks. Later in the conversation, he admitted 
that this must be a viewed as competitive to the R&R’s of the F&I world, and that the partnership that gave 
rise to RouteOne was really a reaction to the heavy-handed ways of the established F&I vendors trying to 
make money of both side of the transaction. 
 
RouteOne’s embracing of the XML standards was a far reaching, thought provoking, technical architectural 
risk play that has paid off. By using open standards, they created a lightweight client that can be deployed 
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anywhere, with or without a DMS. So from Web Browser to Sub-regional dealership, RouteOne has 
created what amounts to the first XML exchange. 
 
The Institutional partners of RouteOne are in an advantageous position to extend their product offerings as 
standards evolve , as the architecture that TN has created exemplifies a superior approach to data integrity 
and security - both are important to the F&I industry. 
 
TN is a true believer in pure XML carriage and keeping the macro message format pure - , “Don’t 
unmarshall until you see the whites of their eyes.” says TN, meaning, don’t unbind data from its unitary 
messaging format until you are at the back end system’s destination. 
 
Long running processes and statefull commerce messaging is the one area that he feels is UN-
addressable by XML coprocessing, and hopes that someday there will be a super platform that can be a 
general purpose X query machine - he does not know as yet that there are such things, and we will help 
him, he is a valuable contact. 
 
TN wants the grid to be XML, possibly unbundled (or not) from the brand of the XML box vendor. TN and 
his boss, J. Gruber, need the functions, not the capital expense of 100k boxes. 
 
TN mentioned that although F&I was coming along nicely, the credit bureaus are lagging far, far behind in 
the standards. True, the credit rating industry has been avoiding XML standards, as they are a captive 
industry and do not want it opened to the worldwide value chain. This could be an FT opportunity. Opinions 
of TN, not author. 
 
The following were the Formal questions asked of TN: 
 
Q: Do you think that general server hardware running off the shelf SOA will catch up to the appliances? 
 
A: Someday, but the headroom at the RouteOne data center suggests that day may be as much as 5 
years. (analyst note: I don’t think his math is sound, and you can’t blame him for making a back of the 
envelope calculation), we are seeing 20% load / message burdening with the SOA appliance while using 
our old servers, and with new SPARC servers maybe that wont be as crucial.  
 
TN cannot disagree that the industry has a proven track record of moving from proprietary hardware to 
general, but he sees not only a technological advantage to SOA boxes, but a psychological, spiritual one 
also - it is sometimes easier to partition and delegate management services amongst (seemingly) stable 
hardware devices at the data center than to leave those services in the enterprise backbone. What is 
peace of mind and what are temporary performance advantages? 
 
Q: Can Carriers provide a ready to run service for companies like RouteOne, and how would they look, 
help. 
 
A: RouteOne would find it attractive to have XML services in the mesh, without regards to brand, although 
they are working through some brand specific issues with central ID management. With XML validation, ID, 
and transform in the network, provisioned as a UDDI, RouteOne could get to business without the huge 
capital outlay when new trading partners need to join the gateway ; presumably, they would all be 
connected via FT XML value VAN. 
 
Q: Do you envision a future where these XML standards give rise to exchange networks where BODs are 
submitted into the open XML network, and nonpartisan services broker transactions? 
 
A: RouteOne is currently a more open, yet still private and partisan application provider - they are eating at 
the private networks by making open systems connect regardless of size, and standards make it an 
industry growth candidate.  
 
TN thinks that when these services predominate, it will not be the technology that differentiates, but the 
deals for Finance and services. We are a long way from open exchanges that keep data intact for routing 
over the mesh, rather than unmarshall for exchange-based service at the back-end by a provider. 
 
Q: Do you see a saturation point for XML hardware? Life cycle limitations vs. server capacity? 
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A: TN sees a 5-1 capacity advantage at this point -and he translates this into 5 year server catch-up 
cycle. I cannot in good conscience agree with his assessment. But he is the SOA granddaddy. he agrees 
that the pure finance industry wont even look at these devices, as they are a joke for heavy iron 
replacements. 
 
Q: What are other key issues that have come up in deploying the XML services, as these problems generic 
to XML processing or are they device specific? 
 
A: Statefull transactions are not helped at all by the SOA boxes, and very often, state occurs at the XML 
message level. It would make sense to have XQuery state handlers at the SOA edge, rather than always 
having to embed code at the applications server. This issue is the biggest blockage to ubiquitous 
acceptance of XML carriage - the state.  
 
TN thinks that ESB BPEL engines might be provided at the carrier level someday, but the WSDL tie back will 
be, shall we say, interesting. I mentioned OpenLink and Intallio, Cape, he is interested, but it is even more 
curious that such a masterful architect is unaware of these industry trends - shows one that being a busy 
EAI/SOA man can be consuming. 
 
Q: Are you using BOD other then STAR? 
 
A: Dying for credit bureau BODS, not much hope, and this could be a first mover opportunity. 
 
Q: What other standards are you interested in; organizations? 
 
A: TN and Gruber are looking at the generalization of the RouteOne system to encompass more industries 
as they have proved concept with the F&I portion. 
 
Great FT partnership in future - FT muscle, RouteOne expertise, acquires Reactivity for domain and 
infrastructure. 

 I. Reactivity : 
 
Q: How are future XML data centers going to offer these as services, without regard to brand? 
 
A: Although Reactivity wants its brand to be visible, they understand that telecoms need not expose this 
unless a strategic marketing interest is served. The Automotive XML agenda is served, as a whole, if the 
services are not seen as tied to a specific set of vendor issue fluxes. The more generic, the more 
adaptable, the more acceptance. 
 
Q: The auto industry is dominated with private VANS offering soup to nuts services. How can FT proffer a 
service using reactivity to these entrenched EDI players, are they moving to XML networks? 
 
A: It’s a pitch that the largest VANS and Service providers have every reason to resist, as they provision 
large service sets end-to-end ....however, they have to bow to certain industry inevitability’s , and the XML 
enabled network may be a prime enabler - 3 years down the road. The supply chain and OEM is one sector 
dominated by these multi billion dollar providers. Can we offer XML data centers as a transitional enabler. 
 
However, we can say definitively, that the industry would like to shove these VANS aside like yesterdays 
news; they are expensive partners and XML standards, in any form, promises big savings. How much of 
that savings comes from the data center is anyone’s guess. 
 
Q: Do you think anyone has a clear idea of how telecoms will provision and promote these services to BIG 
BIZ 
 
A: This is the next generation VPN , and pricing will have to mesh with the basic data services rate card, 
and account for value added services professional , etc. Must speak with FT data center people serving 
automotive industry. 
 
Q: How tied to the existing CLOB ? SAP, SEIBEL , Legacy, what is the trauma in offering XML network 
services. 
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A: Some say a tight integration is required, ala DataPower /Websphere. Reactivity says that the 
services for binding and moving (partitioning) certain prime XML services to their boxes are standard 
enough and that the enterprise application stack is generic enough, that they are more flexible. Reactivity 
has partnerships with Java Connector companies that make optimized connectors for the Reactivity 
products, and they say that configuration times are falling dramatically with the march of time. Once 
generic services are produced for popular MOMs , it’s trivial to redeploy the interface. 
 
Q: Is there a game plan for the carriers? 
 
A: This is a fresh meat market and reactivity is working hard to make services registries (UDDI) work with 
telecom systems, but at present, other vendors may be more along. Reactivity is, however, the XML 
domain expert. 
 
Q: Have you any idea of size of the market? 
 
A: Forrester says less than 300 million 05-06, predicts 500 by Q4 07. Telecom services, anyone’s bet. 
Billions eventually, as network services have proved out, this will take years, and meshes coincidentally 
with the auto OEM industry’s XML uptake curve.  
 
Q: Are these totally tied to WS? What about POX/HHTPS, EDI, others ? 
 
A: The Router is an Opteron Box Running Linux, and can transform any EDI stream to XML with EDIFIX or 
with preferred vendor hooks. Any connection can be forwarded, and/or routed past. 
 
Q: What are Reactivity’s perceptions of the stoppers at the carrier level, or will this sector thrive primarily at 
the enterprise? 
 
A: Anecdotal only - Wild West approach - Enterprise makes sense as expertise can be readily applied to 
specific solutions. Telcos will need proving grounds; not only for central management, but for defined sets 
of industry specific services packages that are ready to deploy for certain industries - starting with preferred 
partners and sectors. 
 
Q: Will this ever evolve to a ‘drop’ for the automotive supply chain and after market , like finance and 
insurance, auto parts , at least for those with XML standards 
 
A: These services will mirror the adoption of networks, when VPN’s were new, configuration was a 
specialists game. Same here. As the industry nails down standards, and XML handling at the ERP level, we 
will have drop in XML partitioning at the data center level, first for the targeted Enterprise application and 
preferred client nets, and then at the widely adopted, open, XML public, or cooperating trade group level. 
 
Q: Is partitioning of these services out of the enterprise systems a pain? Folks are used to network 
agnostic data carriage, no? 
 
A: We are going through the birth pangs of a new era. As the Reactivity equipment needs standard IP 
Routers and net configuration to work, there is a nascent political era to accommodate. Other XML 
equipment includes such commodity network layer connections, and reactivity will too, soon, with Cisco 
OEM partnerships blooming. 
 
Yes, it is true that enterprise EAI, SOA, CLOB architects seldom if ever need to speak to the network 
engineers - but this era will give rise to cross pollination of the species. They will have to get along, or the 
XML SOA architects will have to have a certain authority delegated to them in the future as we rethink data 
carriage. 
 
Q: Are you folks up on the sector we are focusing to serve, Auto OEMs, supply chain, after market , 
finance, etc. 
 
A: A vast market with non-cohesive standards and specialties, dominated by private networks. Reactivity 
recently obtained preferred vendor status with GM and Daimler, for OEM to Dealer Data - warranty and 
inventory; it’s being rolled out now.  
 
Q: Is this an opportunity for FT? 
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A: If it grows beyond any one OEM’s ability to scale quickly, and spreads to the rest of the extended supply 
chain, then yes, all major data center and telecom carriers will need to offer this within three or so years we 
will know, but only those starting TODAY will be able to provide, based on the knowledge they acquire in 
test and configuration proof-of-performance. 
 
Q: Wont general SOA platforms catch up on performance with the evolution of server hardware, multi cores 
, dedicated blades, special OS XML services 
 
A: This will be a dog fight between general purpose servers, OS, and SuperPlatforms , vs. XML hardware. 
Although it is intriguing that Reactivity is really a general purpose PC Server running highly optimized and 
clever XML software on ‘NIX - with no kernel optimizations as yet. This all proves my point from the get go..  
 
Reactivity hardware is ripe to be subsumed into general stack, OS, blade, etc. Special ASIC hardware was 
fine for a while, but the design and test cycle is too long and too fixed in architecture that is not labor pool 
friendly. 
 
Q: When I first became aware of XML hardware, I thought, how inelegant, don’t you want these functions 
resident at the software architecture level the carriage untouched? But you are saying that this an elegant 
partitioning.? 
 
A: All of the vendors have a stake in minimizing the aspect of services partitioning, and if this is the 
business, the telecom will have to get very good at marching in and dealing with diverse CLOB systems 
and adding adapters, and pushing and partitioning services out to the XML cage. That’s the business, the 
services, the way it’s going to be. 
 
Q: Will Reactivity contribute to this research? 
 
A: Reactivity is somewhat interested in contributing, as they should be. they know they stand to gain a 
preferred relationship with a top telecom, and have an impact on the reporting. They have to tread lightly , 
and I will be watching and vetting every step. That is, if they contribute. They are topnotch domain experts 
and we have had unprecedented access to their founder Brian Roddy. They are courting in a old fashioned 
way, and know that any relationship could be long in coming , but fruitful, and that I am in no way 
empowered to promise anything . 
 
They are a prime target for acquisition - should a bold move be in the offing - the acquired expertise alone 
would be transferable into hitherto unplumbed reaches of the XML revenue pie. 
 
Q: Am I asking the right questions as an analyst trying to survey the market for a carrier? 
 
A: This is such a new frontier that it would be challenge to find carrier level services at this point In time. 
First the industries must be educated, standardized, seduced, sold, examples must be proved , and then 
XML data centers take off in 2-3 years. Sooner if aggressive telecoms make the move and sweep a sector, 
probably not automotive which, is slow moving. 
 
Automotive Sector may be one of the hardest to evangelize without Executive to Executive liaison . 
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IX. OAG Meeting Notes OAG Event 11/09-10/2006 Wilensky 
 
Pay attention to the man behind the curtain.... 
 
The OAG meeting convened with a mixed agenda to showcase actual deployments of the OAG object 
model, and to open up the discussion for more expansive topics, such as systems architecture, the 
adoption of standards, and the future of tools and services that will be influenced by canonical data 
models. 
 
The industry is turning a corner; those in the vanguard for many years, the bearers and innovators of these 
standards, are true thinkers and industry architects who toiled in obscurity , and occasionally , ridicule. It is 
always easier to brush aside these expansive object, event, and data models, for quick and dirty solutions 
that ‘get the job at hand done’. So it was for many years, until the cost of doing business and ultra thin 
margins became untenable. In many industries, application architects are turning to a variety of standards 
bodies and trade organizations to reconcile long standing interoperability problems. 
 
Today, organizations like OAG are working hand in hand with allied trade organizations, vendors, and end-
users, to create world standards that define not only instances of business documents, but meta-data 
models and network-based, real-time asynchronous objects that have the potential to create a world where 
data has no boundaries. 
 
Not everyone is seduced as such, but the key players are well represented, including those who have the 
most to lose from such an open world. There are grave disagreements as to what services belong behind 
the firewall, and which belong in the network, if any functions belong there at all. The most outspoken and 
negative attitudes betray a transparent motive, considering their source. The author was greatly heartened 
to hear the ‘pure thought leaders’ express their opinion that a network model of an ‘XML Ring Around the 
World’ is a compelling notion.\ 
 
A. Knowledge is Not Wisdom 
 
The concentrated amount of knowledge contained in the meeting room was breathtaking. Counted among 
those present were very experienced enterprise architects on the front line of engineering applications and 
systems based on the OAG Common Component Model - no trivial task. The tools and CLOBS vendors, of 
course, Oracle and SAP, where there, with Oracle hosting the event and not skimping on great food. 
 
More importantly, the tactical agendas were represented across the board; of particular interest is Oracle’s 
seat at each and every committee and board position across the industry. While the author can understand 
a vendor’s participation, we have to assume that Oracle has: 1) an unusual fixation on standards, 2) an 
industry evangelism methodology based on working with trade organizations. (I totally agree with the 
effectiveness of marketing through trade relations). 
 
SOA vendors were represented and were vocal in their support for the standards. There will be an ongoing 
war between application vendors who serve horizontal markets, sector specific commerce enablers 
(Lawson Software, another board member), and vertical systems providers (ADP). 

 B. The CISCO presentation illustrated that standards alone do not make systematized implementation an easy 
task, and the author interviewed the Cisco presenters for their thoughts on network based services. They 
were aware of Cisco’s refocused efforts of data aware services, but these folks are really corporate 
developers on a grand scale that are concerned with the day to day tasks of mapping data models, data 
interchange between partners, and tools. Tools were an overall theme of the symposium, and Eclipse 
seems to have carried the day. 

 C. Doing is better than talking 
 
OAG has its hands full; harmonization was on the mind of every regular delegate, the folks who attend each 
and every meeting. UN/CEFACT reconciliation was top of the list, and the author can understand why a 
unified standard based on one top level meta standard would decrease the workload of the people like 
David Connelly , OAG’s Director. 

 D. STAR’s Michelle Vidanes presented a very practical approach to integrating the Schema XSD into common 
CLOB systems; there are issues beyond mere data file integration’s, such as the OAG CCM, and making the 
handling of state a lynch pin of the vendor and trade organization talks. This may represent one more 
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opportunity for network services beyond the standard stable of transform, security, management, central 
repositories, etc. State represents a real problem in asynch systems, and the network may be the natural fit 
for this (not well understood) issue that is somewhat ancillary to the standards process (state is assumed 
at the cooperating application level). 
 
Therefore, tools vendors and end implementors are doing all the doing, and have fewer opinions on 
abstract topics, such as network XML handling. Standards bodies, consultants, and architects /thinkers are 
intrigued, but more has to be done to articulate a value position. 

 E. Testing Attitudes and Intent 
 
In almost any technical venue, show, industry event, and professionals represent their organizations and 
promote their business agenda. In standards work, industries can be won and lost on a wrong bet. Moving 
services from the application stack to the adapter, or maybe the carrier, can be disruptive to say the least, 
as any democratization of transform and access services takes functions out of the software and creates 
what the full-time thinkers are now making their latest issue: Service Data Objects. 
 
The delegates representing those with the most to lose were not hesitant to say, that this is a dumb idea, 
have you thought this through? While the architects and full-time thinkers were enthusiastic, although 
cautious about wiring up services that are unsettled and at far reach from those who must configure and 
debug. 
 
Bottom line: strong reactions from otherwise coolheaded men and women. Several came up to me when I 
made the public statement that as an analyst, I was retained to research such a product offering, and 
stated, “that’s great, I want to talk, etc.” Boeing, Rockwell, and IBM Global services and standards were all 
thrilled - they will make excellent partners and early adopters as the project moves from concept to test 
stage. 

 F. Thinkers 
 
The single most important revelation, from FT’s strategic perspective, resides in the groundbreaking work 
being done on UDEF , the Universal Data Element Format - a Meta-Meta standard that exposes object 
formats via numeric serialization via network services.  
 
The chief architect of this system, and chair of UDEF’s board, is Ron Schuldt, the Senior Staff Architect at 
Lockheed Martin, a heavy hitter, and mover and shaker on numerous committees that serve government 
interests. This formidable gentleman sought me out at the symposium, and said, “you are on the right 
track, your opinions are making an impact, and I know because the ADP and SAP guys just called your 
ideas a crock…keep it up!”. And, “call us when you want to work on a substantive project, because the 
government data interchange projects and industry electronic data standards are more important and 
lucrative than this automotive pish-posh you are seeking to seed.” 
 
This attitude echoes that of the gent from Boeing, who expressed a strong interest in telecom based 
services to enable the entire data supply chain as a secure service to enable smaller contributors to the 
process. Now we can see why this is such anathema to the CLOB and enterprise apps folks; the FT agenda 
brings down the costs of doing business with the largest operators. 

 G. Conclusions 
 
It is significant that the industry is picking up speed, and that otherwise secure and wealthy software 
vendors felt the need to speak out in a negative fashion about carrier based XML services. Conversely, the 
two very largest Aerospace company representatives and the leading industry meta-data architect were 
compelled to find this analyst and speak their minds, offer their card, and shake my hand. 
 
This conference was not on this author’s hot list, but attending was invaluable for the relationships ad 
insights gained. Just one more word: UDEF - more research on this important service to come. 
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X Recommendations - Risk / Opportunity Profiles 
 
The following recommendations and adjudication of Risk / Opportunity are hereby derived from the corpus of 
the present monograph:  
 

A B2B Basics: A Settled Industry Begins to Shift 
B2B data communications services for the Automotive Industry are provided by mature competitors 
servicing a complex value chain. EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) transactions carried over VANs (Value 
Added Networks) account for 90% of the revenues generated from supply chain and OEM to retailer system 
traffic. According to Giga Information Group, the EDI industry across all sectors, including automotive, is 
reporting gross revenues of 3 Billion, while Gartner conservatively sizes all of the automotive industry’s B2B 
EDI, VAN, software, systems and services at a very conservative 1.5 Billion. The industry overall is 
undergoing a seismic shift towards hosted applications and outsourced services that are complicating the 
analysis93 for a previously sedate industry. 
  
This sector, although (until recently) highly settled, is experiencing a reformation via industry consolidation 
and technological modernization. Global Carriers and private equity firms are executing aggressive 
acquisitions, buying VAN operators and other commerce synergy vendors. The historical model of EDI being 
captive to VAN data carriage is in upheaval, as a new generation of EDI over Internet (EDIINT) is decoupling 
commerce data from private networks, thereby democratizing access for small and mid-sized trading 
partners. This technological shift away from VANs and to the internet has spawned an entire industry of 
innovative B2B platform vendors specializing in commerce hubs and hosted applications for suppliers.  
 
Completely foregoing (momentarily) the XML network services and standards expounded upon within this 
report still leaves the entire EDI B2B market on the table. Regardless of the EDIINT innovations of late, 
electing to compete within the ‘classical’ EDI sectors of the supply and retail value chains involves jousting 
with highly entrenched competitors. Conversely, the dynamism being expressed in EDI’s conversion to 
internet routing creates opportunities for global carriers offering Wide Area VPN LAN services –the time has 
never been better to enter the classical B2B EDI commerce business as a VAN alternative94.  
 
While the Automotive Industry’s most lucrative value added sector is the OEM to Retail, Warranty, and 
Aftermarket networks, these very sub sectors are currently dominated by leviathans such as ADP. AT&T, an 
astute observer of emerging markets, has accordingly executed  landmark acquisitions of Sterling 
Commerce and Comergent Networks – a strategy to ‘buy in’ to the B2B services sector falling clearly in the 
bull’s-eye of France Telecom’s strategic radar.  Although acquisition is a viable strategy to overcome 
‘entrance inertia’, (and several wire-line carriers are ‘shopping‘ for various commerce properties), Sections 
V, B and VI, D (P.24 and 35, respectively) delineate the author’s considered judgment for the execution of 
development profiles that are native to France Telecom’s known abilities to deliver outstanding original 
products.  
 
Adjudication of Risk: High, due to entrenched and mature competitors.  
Offsetting Opportunity: There will never be a better opportunity to compete for the emerging markets of 
the Far East while working within the established EDI sector. The innovations of EDIINT and potential 
partnerships with B2B hub vendors create a synergy for Global Carriers, like FT, who can provision these 
markets with connectivity and commerce enabling services. 
 

B. XML, the Fragments of an Unknown Future:95 
As a countervailing narrative, we now turn to the Automotive Industry’s strenuous grass-roots efforts to 
reform the industry’s data exchange practices. EDIINT will not eliminate one of the most vexing problems 
found in classical EDI-based B2B practice – the proliferation of countless subspecies of EDI document 
formats. 
 
The XML standards promulgated by the Automotive Trade Associations go hand in hand with efforts to 
liberate data carriage from metered messaging to a flat-rate interconnect model (as in the transition from 
VANs to EDIINT). The reformation of EDI to XML data formats is nothing less than a charge being led by the 
OEMs to spearhead industry standardized, canonical XML business documents, as well as application state 
coordination standards called Core Component Models. The promotion of these advanced XML 

                                                        
93 A dynamic mirroring the internet applications sector 
94 http://news.com.com/2102-1001_3-850045.html?tag=st.util.print 
95 Please see Chapters V & VI for  Services Desired and Product Strategy Analysis 
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architectures are creating opportunities for the IT industry and Telecom Carriers. The growth and 
sustainability of these standards are still in question, but if they bear fruit, become established, and finally 
endure, they will become a genuine alternative for those who evangelize the automotive industry’s 
visionary96 ‘bridge to the future’. 
 
As of this writing, juxtaposed with the current business opportunities in the established B2B integration 
sphere, XML automotive standards crystallized by AIAG-OAG represent increased risk and costs at all 
levels of adoption. There are certainly risks for carriers seeking to implement these unformed standards, 
additional and almost inestimable costs for early adopters seeking to replace proven EDI systems, and a 
speculative risk profile as to how XML standards will fare in relation to the ground being gained with EDIINT, 
where adoption is a less disruptive exploit for the small and medium enterprise. 
 
If the hallelujahs being sung for Automotive XML standards were solely being preached by the IT tools and 
systems sector, then the author, and most likely, France Telecom, should dismiss the topic altogether. 
However, the push to XML is a serious effort, that is being driven forward by the most powerful entities in the 
automotive sector, i.e., the OEMs, IT services giants (Oracle, SAP, IBM), and a plethora specialist vendors 
providing crucial domain expertise. Furthermore, some of the automotive industry’s greatest ‘architectural 
thinkers’ are at the center of this superhuman effort to reform an industry that is standing on the shoulders of 
more than thirty years of entrenched EDI systems, Quasi-Standards, Private Networks, and end-to-end 
services providers (VANs).  
 
Failing to read the tea leaves accurately could put France Telecom in a lagging position while Oracle and 
SAP steer the OAG and AIAG efforts through commercialization of the standards. If carrier services for XML 
applications are to become viable as product offerings, then France Telecom should exercise its 
considerable influence as a global carrier and ‘close the implementation gap’ of the standards enroute to 
deliverable services.  
 
A plan for Products and Strategic Partnerships with innovative companies that are domain experts within the 
EDI, XML, and supplier enablement sector, can be found at Chapter V, VI, and X. Case studies observing 
current and past XML initiatives can be found in Chapter IV. 
 
The XML Standards Risk: Providing a Global Platform for the carriage of non-agnostic commerce data is a 
controversial proposition. The automotive industry’s dependence on OAG as the lynchpin of its deliverables 
is a slow moving vision. Although the AIAG / OAG board and technical committees are a whose-who of the 
IT and Automotive Industry, this near comatose pace has already damaged certain opportunities for 
enthusiastic recruitment to the standard. 
 
If the OAG is to supplant EDI with XML as the ‘medium of record’ for automotive commerce data, then the 
highly collegial, democratic, and meandering methodology of consensus building must be disciplined by a 
respected figure positioned outside of the heavily IT dominated technical committees. Perhaps the specter 
of an authoritarian yet fatherly figure in the guise of a European Telecommunications carrier can put OAG 
XML standards back on track. 
 
XML’s Nascent Opportunity:  There is a potential long-term opportunity to engage the industry through its 
standards bodies and trade organizations. The momentum carrying the EDI to XML messaging exodus is 
enjoying a fairly robust measure of support from IT vendors, and a most strident call to action from OEMs. 
With the type of support being shown by the OEMs for XML re-tooling, there could hardly be a more 
propitious time to see just how entrenched the EDI sector truly is.  
 
However, the choice need not be made entirely exclusive; the author has defined a three phase product 
strategy, expounded in Chapter V, D, that encompasses all aspects of a flexible architecture for handling 
EDI, XML, and for the gentle handling of subscribers in the midst of the transition, should AIAG, OAG, 
Odette, and JAI, have their way. 
 
The overarching message of this monograph is that there is one key element missing from the ‘formula’ to 
enable the automotive industry to transition from EDI to the future of XML – that missing ingredient belongs 
to those rare industry partners with extensive global reach and adequate resources to, “close the XML 
implementation gap”, and create a global infrastructure rivaling established B2B commerce carriers for EDI 
applications. Without (participation of) Global Carrier Partners like France Telecom, these standards may 

                                                        
96 See AIAG Executive Presentation of XML standards  
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indeed stagnate, and otherwise fail to take root. We shall see the likes of AT&T Sterling, Verizon, and BT 
take up the gauntlet for EDI, XML, or, another as yet undisclosed transmission standard. 
 
The preceding adjudications are herein elucidated for those with the requisite fortitude to pursue the 
narrative sections of this report. The author wishes to thank the staff of France Telecom R&D SSFO for their 
assistance in completing this project. 

XI Next Steps for Actualization of the Program 
 
If the trigger is pulled to launch this program, the following list must be executed: (Most of these items have to 
do with staffing the project and creating a management hierarchy). 

 A. Skeleton Project Dev. Office established with the following cost centers: 

 1. Production – Development 
 
Hire developers and architects that will interface with counterparts in the standards organizations and 
trade community. These engineers and software folks will need to start thinking about the network-
independent software interfaces that are a product of the chosen methodologies, i.e., fundamental 
architecture or ESB on SuperPlatform. 
 
The subordinate staff will need to execute the daily use interfaces that will be stubbed out for testing prior 
to the live network trials. 

 2. Product Management 
 
The product management office needs at least one manager to touch all points of the program and 
industry, creating a bidirectional dialogue between the industry’s needs, and the vision of FT’s XML 
products. 

 3. Programs 
 
The programs office is supervised by a GM or Director who oversees the operational part of the division, 
including all cost / profit centers, and the following programs: Developer, Industry, Marketing, and Events. 

 4. Industry Relations 
 
Distributed across all of the product and production management. Representatives must be sourced to 
the trade and standards bodies. Articles must be written, some trade volunteerism must be offered. 

 5. Network Services Liaison 
 
A nominee must be provided to interface with the France Telecom worldwide network operations group. 

 B. Establish Industry Partner Advisory Board 
 
The closely cooperating partners that are initially gathered must be knit into a cohesive unit by forming an 
advisory committee that gets results. Each partner has a legitimate expectation that its association with 
France Telecom will accrue a net benefit, and FT should expect the same from its partners. 

 C. Establish Vendor Relations 
 
Once the development directorate makes the call as to which vendors will best answer the architectural 
needs of the project, these relationships should be initiated without delay, and FT should demand more 
than a casual relationship with these vendors. 

 D. Commence Pre-Product Identity Program  
 
It is never too early to form the product’s identity through the exercise of evolving the collateral and 
supporting marketing materials. 

 1. Preprogram Collateral and Media Relations 
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Gather competitive collateral and model accordingly – a study in other words to see where 
competitors advertise and what type of message they put forth. 

 2. Services Focus Group for alpha & beta testing and staging 
 
Find and recruit the earliest adopters for whom we can do no wrong at the earliest stages of test. 
 
 

 E. Identify and Test Targeting for Regional Market Assumptions 
 
Will the same marketing messages that work in the USA work in the EU – Asia - ?? 

 F. Solidify Product Marketing at Maturity - Staff as Needed 
 
Create a more professional web marketing presence, press kits, print collateral packs. All as the product 
approaches maturity. 

 G. Create Metrics for Program Execution 
 
A set of metrics needs to developed to measure success; how many OEM clients and suppliers, retailers, 
DSNs, RSNs, equals provisional success? Within what timeframe? 

 H. Go / No Go - Post Market Testing Matrix 
 
A matrix of subjective user surveys and objective network testing criteria must be compiled to determine 
the ultimate ‘goodness’, of the product. These sensors should be continually improved and made a staple 
of the ongoing quality monitoring,  
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 3. Publications Directory 
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97A binder of product research has been compiled 
98All research sourced on the web is located at http://del.icio.us/awilensky/ftres  & http://del.icio.us/awilensky/for:deveshs 
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 XML Networking and Enhanced Data Center Services for the Automotive Industry 

 
Alan Wilensky, Prt.  
Encompass, LLC via Integnology 

Contract France Telecom R&D S.SF, CA Beginning Monday, October 16, 2006 

Abstract 

Application Routers and XML Network Appliances are a new product sector that may be reaching the early 
stages of market maturity as 2007 dawns. Represented by a relatively small cadre of vendors, and somewhat 
subject to the inevitable churn of mergers and partnerships in flux, nonetheless, these new hardware products 
are a disruptive influence within a sector that has been dominated exclusively by software-based solutions. 

In 2005-2006, the author was commissioned by an SOA SuperPlatform vendor to gauge IT decision maker 
sentiments regarding XML Router/Application Services hardware appearing from DataPower and Cast Iron 
Systems. The motivation was twofold; understanding how hardware based integration solutions would impact 
newly emerging SOA and ESB middleware, and the possible broaching of an OEM agreement between the client 
and XML Network Equipment Vendors. 

The analysis ran 1000+ pages of original writing, data, and interviews; this recapitulation will draw the clearest 
inferences possible from that research without breaching confidentiality, and will extend the work product by 
deriving a , ‘go to market strategy’, for the FT goals of serving the Automotive Industry’s data interoperability 
needs. 

The XML networking industry is saw its first light of day in 2004; since then, clear lines are emerging between 
accelerators, orchestrators, and security appliances. This dynamic is occurring at a time as increasingly 
powerful servers drop in price, and as middleware of the SOA flavor is just starting to scale and deliver on its 
promise. Our question remains, “is the dedicated XML box demonstrably better than software based services, 
and can this capital equipment sector be combined with other data center services to give FT a distinguishable 
product philosophy that can be delivered to the Automotive Trade?. 

By carefully studying what motivates network management professionals and CIO level decision makers within 
the automotive sector, we shall certainly understand the competing influence of general software integration 
services running on standard server hardware, and the new alternative of hardware-based XML network 
services provisioned using specialized XML hardware within a manageable services backbone. 

1. Setting the Stage – Understanding the Genesis of XML Network Equipment 

EAI is firmly established as the province of the technical elite. The staggering range of mature database and 
system integration middleware has, for years, been honed by experienced IT shops and specialized integration 
vendors. 

At the enterprise (Fortune 1000) level of IT practice, as well as in government shops, there is an ample pool of 
tools and labor to effect any level of integration of disparate systems of arbitrary complexity. This level of 
practice maturity predates the SOA/ESB era, which is coming to late maturity in 2006-07, with the streamlining of 
tools and standards. The foregoing observations hardly minimize the essential challenges of EAI, i.e., its 
challenge of fostering data transparency with maintainable data models across platforms, and reliable transform 
regimes. These attributes predate EAI, SOA, and stand as a constant challenge that will indeed outlive XML 
application appliances. EAI is a mature and complex discipline; whereas the perceived failures of integration 
practice, project life cycles, etc., led directly to the birth of specialized hardware, ostensibly designed to mitigate 
the challenges of integration. 
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Downward scalability emerges as the key issue affecting the adoption cycles of EAI, SOA, et al, previously the 
province of enterprise scale IT practices. This migration of ever more complex systems by smaller entities 
created the market as we know it today. 

At the midrange level and below, the challenges of integrating systems becomes acute, due to the nature of 
permanent staffing, and the expense associated with integration vendors. These businesses are prone to press 
otherwise competent administrative IT and line personnel into a steep EAI learning curve they are not prepared 
to respond to. 

This scenario often occurs at the juncture of a milestone event for the enterprise, such as a merger, 
restructuring, acquisition of new systems, and the ever present quest for interoperability with legacy systems. 
Such a gestalt is ripe for the overextension of line staff into an EAI maelstrom. When specialized integration 
practices are engaged, prior to, concurrent with, or ex-post facto, costs can equal or exceed licensing of the 
upgraded or newly acquired EAI Software. 
 
Whereas mistakes and/or incompetence can Kibosh an enterprise scale integration project (where there was 
otherwise no excuse for failure), the mid-end may be plagued with nothing more consequential than poorly 
implemented vendor management. 

For Non-Technical management charged with P&L accountability, the sharp cliff of an integration project can 
seem daunting when things go awry, and for most, seem tinged with mystery and uncontrollability throughout 
the life cycle of the project. In short prose, once burned by a IT staff member outclassed by the integration / XML 
learning curve, or having one’s carefully planned budget run bone dry by an integration vendor, such decision 
makers are ripe and ready for the message that network acceleration and integration appliances make sense, 
appearing somewhat less daunting than open-ended, technical elite driven integration projects. “Configuration 
over Customization” is a common XML networking mantra. 

Case in point: Google. Despite a plethora of ostensibly better enterprise search and indexing software solutions, 
this search appliance has been a great hit, despite the fact that it omits many of Google’s greatest and most 
proprietary innovations.  
 
Decision makers think they understand boxes. This is merely a prejudice; whether or not a box actually performs 
an effective integration, acceleration, or enhancement of security is another matter entirely. 

2. Market Dynamics Can Affect Perceptions 

The integration tools market was considered, until recently, a stable product sector – a safe place to work rooted 
in connectorware, ERP/CRM plug-ins, and costly EAI specialists. This stability has been upset by the SOA frenzy, 
as the premise was seductive, i.e., that services can be reused from existing applications, data models 
flattened, or given the appearance of uniformity, and finally, that XML transport between systems is feasible, 
even when originating data from legacy systems must undergo transformation or polled batch conversion. 

This is the true genesis of the of the XML Network Device or application router – SOA adoption was famously 
hampered by shifting W3C standards, immature implementations, and unavoidably poor timing, missing by a 
year the advent of server hardware price reductions. The timing is undeniable – the first commercial products 
featuring W3C Web Services were introduced two years ago. At the outset of the first stumble (observed by a 
wide spectrum of analysts in print), we see DataPower and Cast Iron Systems introduce (or more visibly market) 
‘boxes’ (take note), six months later. 

The best SOA products, namely, Cape Clear, Iona, Oracle, OpenLink, were hampered by several serious 
problems discovered during early lab interoperability testing: 1) Undue burdening of the server infrastructure, 
leading to foul scalability even on local clusters and networks, and 2) the requirements for additional enterprise 
database licenses solely for the use of the SOA object persistence store, (again, cost and performance issues), 
and finally, 3) simply unpardonable handling of the XML Schema language exceptions; as much a fault of W3C 
as the vendors. 
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This triple whammy became manifest before the advent of a virtual free fall in server pricing, multi-core CPUs, 
and increasing bandwidth/decreasing latency of wide area network options. So, it was a bad start when the first 
SOA products for integration became available for use by early adopters and technocrat IT executives, harsh 
critics all. The nascent early optimism for SOA by non-technical management was dashed, at least momentarily, 
creating a thin opening for XML hardware solutions to gain a foothold in an otherwise diffident constituency, i.e., 
integration gurus. 

In summary, we have witnessed the unwitting evangelism of two dissimilar bedfellows – technology-averse gun-
shy executive management wroth with integration problems, and, (in their minds) the partial cause of which are 
the very technocrats - yes, these selfsame technology journeymen, somewhat intrigued with the promise of 
SOA, yet disappointed in the early results. Thus the stage is set for the birth of the Application Router and XML 
Networking Equipment; proposed answers to complexity and performance issues, viewed with varying interest 
and skepticism by the partisans. 

3. Vendor Rational and Initial Market Findings 

The following enumeration is not meant be an exhaustive survey of the XML capital equipment sector, provided 
in the appendices of this document. Rather, the following is a ‘Featured Vendor Sampling’, serving as an 
introduction to the types of services and feature specialties of the market, with brief a observation about market 
life cycles where appropriate. 

The creation of specialized XML hardware, i.e., rack mountable equipment doing what was perceived to be the 
job of software running on general purpose servers, is a new phenomenon. Each vendor has a raison’detre, and 
the sector, after approximately 20 good months of strenuous marketing, is starting to stratify among distinct 
lines. For example: 

A) Cast Iron Systems – Does not emphasize XML in its new branding image, and is actively rolling back their 
former message of ‘business process manager in a box’ to ‘application connector without EAI complexity, in a 
box”. The company has released new publications that display no shame in recanting their previous position, 
and they have created an alliance with Salesforce.com. 

It is worth noting that the SalesForce.com constituency is composed of users who have fled from application 
integration in all of its manifestations, the very rationale for using an on-demand, hosted solution. AppExchange, 
a Web Services API that extends and opens Salesforce.com’s data and workflow, (also includes third-party 
WSDL services), would seem to obviate the need for a retagged, red-painted, Cast Iron Systems box. 

This semantic move out of the high-end integration space, and into the more modest arena of ‘data on and off 
ramp’, when considered in tandem with Cast Iron’s Red Box re-branding, leaves this author with two 
observations to consider: 

Cast Iron had a hard time competing with standard integration methods that required support for long-running 
business processes. In addition competition is apparent in the form of inexpensive, powerful servers, better SOA 
middleware, and the open source web application framework movement. 

(At $100K, the cost of a non-redundant Cast Iron box, would today buy an 8-16 way server, Cape Clear ESB, 
and a supported Database.) 

B) App Exchange SOAP and WSDL invocation methods may have proved even still too complex for 
Salesforce.com customers to bridge the data and event state stream between other bedrock line-of business 
applications. 

C) Data Power, acquired by IBM, in a move thought by some to be a strategic play to take them out of the 
integration market once and for all. 

It turns out however, that these ASIC–based appliances do hold a certain speed and low-latency advantage over 
the server mid-end, and may still, but the writing is on the wall with server speeds and silicon in a virtual vertical 
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climb. Datapower’s firmware based ASIC engine was the progeny of an extended design cycle, and IBM spent 
nearly one year post acquisition writing the first operational hooks connecting these components to IBM’s 
extensive repertoire of enterprise software and management backbone applications. (These time cycles do not 
bode well for the dedicated XML networking evangelists, as server speeds and CPU densities continue to 
increase, as the OS subsumes XML services, and as the assignment of CPU resources to specific application 
layers (acceleration of XML handling) becomes commonplace). 

It will be a horse race to see if the engineers at DataPower can manage the difficult iterations of ASIC design 
and Firmware revisions, and the concomitant and very difficult to write Web Services definition language needed 
to tie back to the enterprise backbone. Writing embedded code for general purpose CPU hardware, OS, and 
database applications is difficult enough, how much more so for in the highly specialized art of writing any 
procedural embedded code for an ASIC based architecture? 

IBM will add great value to Data Power’s evolving stable of thoroughbred XML Networking equipment by tying 
these products to Websphere, Tivoli, and also by providing the essential design time tools such as Rational on 
Eclipse for the development of robust XML Schema, and state-based management controls. 

C) Reactivity 

This vendor was not part of the author’s previous study, but for the purpose of classification is included here. A 
session is planned with the vendor on 10/20/2006. (Reactivity added to ‘interviews’ section) 

Reactivity has a clear marketing message based on security, performance, and manageability. This focus on 
XML security is a timely play in a market set to increase the volume of the use of Asynchronous Java Script DOM 
Applications. AJAX tricks have been proven within a no fault cradle of Web 2.0’s beta test. Some successful 
applications have proven the volume benchmarks of XML transactions (gmail, Yahoo, delicious), however, these 
REST-style Web applications have not proved out as bearers of XML document/data between fortune 100 trading 
partners. AJAX applications are yet to scale to the level of the desktop applications, for example, the XML/Java 
Script equivalent of a database schema design tool. 

The stringent test of enterprise AJAX applications will be akin to other XML distributed document, multiple name 
space query problems – cases where multiple XML instance repositories are delivered and composed 
dynamically by Query driven logic. In a similar fashion, massive AJAX applications of consequential size will 
require cross site security, controlled access, and a kind of unambiguous manageability that until now, has been 
uncommon in XML networking devices. 

Reactivity claims to embody this ethos of application management and security. (See vendor Interviews, Infra.) 

D) Cognetics 

This vendor lies outside of the XML Application Networking Sector, but deserves mention as a pre-configured 
XML Turnkey Database in a 1U rack enclosure. Cognetics sells its highly optimized XML database software apart 
from pre configured hardware. The company’s specialty is a highly optimized XQuery Engine tightly bound to 
the underlying database. The advantage of a dedicated system option in pre-configured hardware is 
convenience in the provisioning process. 

Strategically, XML databases lying at the far end of the network can provide higher performance XML document 
loads, XQuery-based derivation of composite documents, and programmatically driven XQuery (via XQ Pages) 
procedural code that may invoke other XML services. 

These dedicated XML ‘data object storage” solutions can be many times faster than general purpose databases 
with XML extensions and XQuery added as an after thought. With the exception of the “SuperPlatform” XML and 
Web Services products now appearing, the alternative to such large, general purpose monsters would be, for 
now, products like the Cognetics XML Database Appliance. 

This product sector could be an asset within the FT XML data center strategy. 
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4.In Deployment 

In a vendor-mediated field survey of client-sites, the author participated in a range of installation, performance 
testing, and configuration activities. These site surveys covered Cast Iron and DataPower clients in the NE 
Region. 

The client types represented:: 

Regional Retailers (3) 

Mobile Services (1) 

Regional Health Care (1) 

Commercial Insurance and Adjusters (2) 

For the sake of brevity, we will cover the common issues that emerged across the client survey, mentioning 
vendor specific issues where appropriate. This survey occurred in late 2004, pre-IBM / DataPower merger  

Generalized Goals: 

Transform Remote Data POS System to XML for consumption by ERP Systems (DP) 

Aggregate Fax / Forms Conversion data from EDM System, and transform / reliably route to messaging gateway 
in XML format, validate schema, gracefully degrade if schema not valid, depending on element position and 
values. (CI) 

Create SOAP formatted message outbound service for push of data from very old AS400, to Linux Cluster (DP) 

Construct WSDL services set for Insurance adjusters Web Services API, use WSDL to allow host application to 
invoke client data recall from Postgress database (DP) 

Findings: 

The systems faired well for the polling and transformation of flat files to simple XML without validation. VPN 
Transmission was easy to set up on each unit, and the experience seemed positive for the clients. 

The ERP (SAP) connector SAX clients seemed compatible with CI’s SAX/DOM Parser. DP Caused Early EOF in 
XSLT 2.0 transforms and this feature need to be patched, or rolled back to an XSLT 1.1 Regular expression 
format. 

For SOAP origination of messages (push data), the CI implementations had problems relinquishing the 
connection in certain circumstances, however, this was properly reported in the appliance’s monitoring and 
alarm console. Resolved by patches supplied by CI. 

DP boxes had no means of communicating a failed XML schema validation at test time –other than to fail the 
transaction at the HTTP handler level. CI supplied an updated orchestrator that would allow for handling Element 
dependent formatting failures. DataPower now has numerous ties to IBM design time tools for the creation of, 
and handling rules for, XML Schema (this issue is still by no means resolved in the industry). 

CI at time of test did not support nor generate WSDL from predefined services. This is now possible. DP may 
have supported services composition at the time of the test, but did not demonstrate; IBM DataPower now 
supports the creation of WSDL at design time. 
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At several instances during the 16 week course of the survey, the author discovered numerous transform 
services disabled. In cases where a planned transform or security validation was to proceed on the XML 
hardware, but was found to be inoperative or disabled, the process was enabled at the ERP/CRM/Database 
endpoint service. This was unproductive in the extreme for a fair evaluation to take place. Transformation, 
schema validation, and security performance issues were never an issue during the survey. 

The end result of the on-site survey was a mixed finding; several tasks requiring regional transformation of data 
formats for carriage over HTTPS were quite successful. Conversely, XML specific handling of XSLT 2.0, Schema 
validation, and SOAP HTTPS port handling were less than ideal at the time. 

The industry has changed a great deal since early 2006 with the advent of CI’s redundant hardware, and the 
DataPower IBM merger. CI has rebadged with Salesforce.com, a strange union, and there are at least seven 
new vendors at last count, each espousing a slight differentiation, while preserving such core features of 
security, acceleration, integration, transformation, and manageability. 

5. Conclusion 

The author’s conclusions were formed in the infancy of the XML network hardware revolution, amongst early 
adopters and beta sites participating at the vendors cost. An Overwhelming impression was formed that the XML 
networking hardware industry was in transition, filling a perceived performance gap until the SOA and web 
services tools sector fulfilled their earlier promises to become as robust as equivalent EAI systems. 

With XML’s increasing use (although a fraction of EDI traffic in almost all industries), this impression may need 
additional forbearance. Tomorrow’s specialized data centers may aggregate XML networking hardware, if a clear 
performance advantage is realized. 

Highly available XML enterprise service clusters for trade exchanges will eventually be composed of XML 
Hardware, Application Servers, dedicated XQuery-based object storage, and SOA Orchestration engines. The 
integrated product line, from the data center provider’s marketing perspective, will mirror the birth and evolution 
of the Web Hosting industry, where very particular and specialized solutions have evolved into almost self 
managing commodity services. 

This particular vision of self managing servers may never be entirely realized within the XML Global Trade Data 
Exchange Sector, which will represent years of changing and colliding standards. However, it is the author’s 
opinion that a move towards a standardized offering of XML bearer services will be a product that can be 
credibly represented to the Global Automotive Trade. 

1 Some smaller developers, some not so small are considering REST based green field application that need to 
access legacy data. Better to go Ruby on Rails or Eclipse RCP, than pay IBM, BEA, or Cast Iron, for that matter. 

 

2 Tibco, MQ Series, etc. 

 

3 No doubt that this benighted exercise uses some form of simulation environment. 

 

4 One hot standby fail over – still does not meet high availability requirements of a tier one data center. 
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Agnostic A network that does not inspect data payload 

AIAG Automotive Industry Action Group 

B2B  Commerce Hub An Application Server that interfaces and conducts 
transactions between parties 

BOD Business Object Document 

BPEL Business Process execution Language 

Canon, canonical 
A data structure carefully engineered  to be as broadly 
applicable to as many users as possible without 
modification 

CCM Core Component Model – defines the OAG business 
processes and states 

CEFACT UN Sponsored Initiative for electronic commerce 

CLOBS Capital Line of Business System 

EDI Electronic Data Interchange 

EDI Gateway A system that aggregates thousands of EDI 
connections from trading partners  

EDIFACT UN Global EDI Harmonization 

EDIINT EDI over Internet 

ERP Enterprise Resource Planning 

ESB 
Enterprise Service Bus – An SOA systems that 
connects disparate systems together using software 
agents. 

OAG Open Applications Group 

Odette EU Counterpart to AIAG 

OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer 

SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol – the lowest level of 
Web Services Remote calling layer 

SuperPlatform 
An HTTP and Web Services capable stack that 
includes the ability to run code and store persistent 
data 

VAN Value Added Network 

XML Bedrock data format standard 
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DSN Dealer Service Network 

RSN Regional Service Network 

AAIA American Aftermarket Industry Association 

AMDX Automotive Manufacturing Data Exchange 

AS 1 2 3 Applicability Statement -  a fancy name for EDI over 
internet 1, email, 2, Web, 3, FTP. 

CCITT Committee Consultative International Telephone et 
Telegraphic  

CIDX Chemical Industry Data Exchange XML Standard 

Galia French Automotive Trade Advocate 

IFR Intermediate Format of Record – a transient 
conversion to XML for the purpose of conforming to a 
target system’s requirements.  

ITU International Telecommunications Union 

JADM Joint Automotive Data Model 

JAMA Japan Auto Manufacturers Association 

JAPIA Japan Auto Parts Industry Association 

MOM Message Oriented Middleware – systems that ensure 
orderly delivery, tracking and processing of data traffic 

Peer Network Where attached subscribers choose trading partners, 
and must be confirmed. 

Rosettanet GS1 Non-Profit XML trade body for Semiconductor 
and electronics manufacturing 

SDO – Service Data Object A trusted agent that moves services from behind 
corporate firewalls and relocates them to a data center 
or carriers network Fabrique. 

SME Small and Medium Enterprise 

SOA Fabrique An Array of pre-defined Web Services to service 
vertical applications 

Software Component Manufacturing A means of creating a turnkey instance of an 
application process. 
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UCC Uniform Code Council, now GS1 – the folks who gave 
us bar-codes! 

UDEF Universal Data Element Format – a standard for 
defining data contents and assigning universal decimal 
catalog numbers for retrieving the structure of the 
data. 

VDA German Automotive Trade  Advocate 

WSDL Web Services Description Language 
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